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Specialist Diecast 

2001. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - tractor unit has white cab without jewelled headlamps, black interior, very 
pale grey chassis, olive green plastic trailer release button, gloss black base, trailer has mid-grey catwalk & filler caps, mid-grey 
plastic hoses, cast metal hubs without tinplate wheel trims - overall Near Mint with a couple of usual minor factory assembly 
paint chips complete with Excellent card plinth but missing bubble. 

 £30 - £40 

2002. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - tractor unit has white cab without jewelled headlamps, black interior, very 
pale grey chassis, olive green plastic trailer release button, gloss black base, trailer has mid-grey catwalk & filler caps, mid-grey 
plastic hoses, cast metal hubs without tinplate wheel trims - overall Excellent Plus (scratch to rear corner of tank) with a couple 
of usual minor factory assembly paint chips complete with Excellent card plinth but missing bubble. 

 £30 - £40 

2003. Dinky 439 Ford D800 Snow Plough & Tipper Truck - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six 
examples - metallic silver-blue cab with white interior, duck egg blue tipper body, lemon yellow plough, bare metal chassis, cast 
metal hubs - Excellent Plus with some factory paint chips to edge of plough & minor yellow paint mark to inside of tipper body in 
Excellent Plus bubble pack with some discolouration to card plinth. 

 £40 - £50 

2004. Dinky 439 Ford D800 Snow Plough & Tipper Truck - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six 
examples - metallic silver-blue cab with white interior, duck egg blue tipper body, lemon yellow plough, bare metal chassis, cast 
metal hubs - Excellent with some paint chips and factory re-painting to plough in Excellent Plus bubble pack with some 
discolouration to card plinth. 

 £30 - £40 

2005. Dinky 439 Ford D800 Snow Plough & Tipper Truck - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six 
examples - metallic silver-blue cab with white interior, duck egg blue tipper body, lemon yellow plough, bare metal chassis, cast 
metal hubs - Excellent Plus with some factory paint chips to edge of plough & factory yellow paint mark to left hand rear wheel 
arch in Excellent Plus bubble pack with some discolouration to card plinth. 

 £40 - £50 
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2006. Dinky 784 Goods Train Set - taken from factory trade pack of six examples - containing blue GER 0-4-0 Tank Loco & 2 
x Open Wagons - Excellent Plus with a couple of usual minor factory assembly paint chips in Good Plus bubble pack with some 
cracks/damage to bubble and 1045 RAF Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - Mint in Near Mint box with factory 
sealed inner bubble pack. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2007. Dinky 784 Goods Train Set - taken from factory trade pack of six examples - containing blue GER 0-4-0 Tank Loco & 2 
x Open Wagons - Near Mint with just a couple of minor factory assembly paint chips in Excellent Plus bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

2008. Dinky 784 Goods Train Set - taken from factory trade pack of six examples - containing blue GER 0-4-0 Tank Loco & 2 
x Open Wagons - Near Mint with just a couple of minor factory assembly paint chips in generally Excellent bubble pack with 
small crack to one corner of bubble. 

 £20 - £30 

2009. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter - taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Near Mint 
(some rotor blades bent out of shape) complete with white sonar device & unused decal sheet in Near Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

2010. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter - taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Near Mint 
(some rotor blades bent out of shape) complete with white sonar device & unused decal sheet in Excellent Plus bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

2011. Dinky group of Aircraft & Helicopters all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 731 RAF SEPECAT 
Jaguar - overall Near Mint but glue showing through labels which are discoloured complete with spare pilot & unused decal 
sheet in Good bubble pack (bubble is creased & cracked and age yellowed); (2) 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King 
Helicopter - Near Mint apart from main rotor which has one blade detached, complete with white sonar device & unused decal 
sheet in Near Mint bubble pack; (3) 1045 RAF Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - Mint complete with all parts & 
unused decal sheet in Excellent box with factory sealed inner bubble pack but this is cracked/damaged at one corner. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2012. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage with red & blue wings - Near Mint (missing plastic engine cover) in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 736 
German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter - Excellent with a few tiny chips & main rotor has one blade detached, complete 
with white sonar device & unused decal sheet in Near Mint bubble pack; (3) 1045 RAF Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft 
metal kit - Mint complete with all parts & unused decal sheet in Excellent a little creased box with factory sealed inner bubble 
pack (bubble does have crack to one corner). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2013. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, 
lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Near Mint with minor factory gold paint mark to starboard 
wing in generally Excellent but just slightly age yellowed bubble pack; (2) 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - Near Mint with a couple 
of usual minor factory assembly marks complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Excellent just slightly age yellowed 
bubble pack; (3) 1045 RAF Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - Mint complete with all parts & unused decal sheet in 
Near Mint box complete with factory sealed inner bubble. (3) 

 £70 - £90 
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2014. Dinky 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - taken from factory trade pack of six examples - red body, lemon yellow plastic 
propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Mint apart from a couple of usual minor factory assembly marks in Mint bubble 
pack. 

 £25 - £35 

2015. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings, white plastic engine cover - Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips & port 
left hand side label peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, 
lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Mint apart from a couple of usual minor factory assembly 
marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2016. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings, white plastic engine cover - Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips & 
labels peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow 
plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips to edges of wings & rear label peeling 
away from tail in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2017. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings, white plastic engine cover - Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips & 
labels peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow 
plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Near Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks & rear label peeling 
away from tail in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2018. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings, white plastic engine cover - Near Mint with a couple of tiny factory assembly paint chips & 
labels peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow 
plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Excellent with some small paint in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2019. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings, white plastic engine cover - Near Mint with usual factory assembly marks, labels starting to 
peel away from fuselage & engine cover detached but still present within bubble in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 
Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Near Mint with usual 
minor factory assembly marks & labels just starting to peel away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2020. Dinky pair of Aircraft - both taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings, white plastic engine cover - Excellent Plus with a  few tiny factory assembly paint chips & port 
label peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow 
plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Near Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks & starboard label 
starting to peel away from fuselage in Excellent just slightly age yellowed bubble pack. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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2021. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings - Near Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks & labels peeling away from fuselage in 
Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic 
engine covers - Excellent with paint chips around both engines in Excellent age yellowed bubble pack; (3) 731 RAF SEPECAT 
Jaguar - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks, complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Excellent a 
little age yellowed bubble pack. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

2022. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings - Near Mint with a couple of chips to engine cowling & labels peeling away from fuselage in 
Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic 
engine covers - Excellent with a few paint chips in Excellent a little age yellowed bubble pack; (3) 731 RAF SEPECAT 
Jaguar - Near Mint (black plastic nose a little bent out of shape), complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in generally 
Excellent age yellowed bubble pack. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

2023. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings - Excellent Plus with a few tiny chips & labels peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint 
bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine 
covers - Excellent Plus with scratch to rear upper fuselage & port propeller has one bent blade in generally Excellent but a little 
age yellowed bubble pack; (3) 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - Near Mint (glue showing through some labels which are 
discoloured), complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Good age yellowed bubble pack with some distortion to card 
plinth & a couple of cracks to bubble. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2024. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings - Excellent with some paint chips to engine cowling & labels peeling away from fuselage in Near 
Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine 
covers - Near Mint in generally Excellent but a little age yellowed bubble pack; (3) 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - Near Mint (glue 
starting to show through labels which are discoloured), complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Good Plus age 
yellowed bubble pack. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2025. Dinky group of Aircraft all taken from factory trade packs of six examples. (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 Bonanza - white & 
blue fuselage, blue & red wings - Near Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks & labels peeling away from fuselage in 
Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic 
engine covers - Near Mint with starboard label just starting to peel away from fuselage in Good Plus age yellowed bubble pack; 
(3) 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - Near Mint (glue showing through labels which are discoloured), complete with spare pilot & 
unused decal sheet in Fair age yellowed bubble pack (card plinth is generally Near Mint but bubble damaged & incomplete). (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2026. Dinky 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Mint apart from 
usual minor factory assembly marks, complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Excellent Plus bubble pack with some 
minor creasing to card plinth. 

 £40 - £50 

2027. Dinky 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Mint apart from 
usual minor factory assembly marks, complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Excellent Plus bubble pack with some 
minor creasing to card plinth. 

 £40 - £50 
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2028. Dinky 731 RAF SEPECAT Jaguar - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Mint apart from 
usual minor factory assembly marks, complete with spare pilot & unused decal sheet in Near Mint bubble pack with minor 
creasing to one corner of card plinth. 

 £40 - £50 

2029. Dinky 677 Task Force Gift Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - containing (1) blue 
DUKW Amphibian; (2) desert sand Ferret Armoured Car; (3) matt military green Alvis Stalwart - all Near Mint to Mint with usual 
minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £60 

2030. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six 
examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

2031. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six 
examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

2032. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six 
examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Excellent bubble pack with small split to bubble around one 
locking tab. 

 £30 - £40 

2033. Dinky 656 Wehrmacht German Army 88mm Gun with Mobile Limbers - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 
six examples - Near Mint (label peeling away from gun barrel) in Excellent Plus just very slightly age yellowed bubble pack. 

 £50 - £70 

2034. Dinky 656 Wehrmacht German Army 88mm Gun with Mobile Limbers - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 
six examples - Near Mint (label peeling away from gun barrel) in Good bubble pack with some creasing & cracks to bubble. 

 £40 - £50 

2035. Dinky 656 Wehrmacht German Army 88mm Gun with Mobile Limbers - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of 
six examples - Near Mint (label peeling away from gun barrel) in Good bubble pack with some creasing & cracks to bubble. 

 £40 - £50 

2036. Dinky 370 Dragster Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Excellent Plus with some tiny 
chips around cockpit & glue showing through labels which are discoloured in Near Mint to Mint box complete with Excellent Plus 
just a little creased at one end inner pictorial card display stand, instruction leaflet & inner foam packing. 

 £40 - £60 

2037. Dinky 370 Dragster Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Excellent Plus with some tiny 
chips around cockpit & glue showing through labels which are discoloured in Near Mint box with a couple of minor scuff marks 
to one end complete with Excellent inner pictorial card display stand, instruction leaflet & inner foam packing. 

 £40 - £60 
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2038. Dinky 370 Dragster Set - ex-shop stock taken from factory trade pack of six examples - Excellent Plus with some tiny 
chips around cockpit & glue showing through labels which are discoloured in Excellent a little creased box complete with 
Excellent inner pictorial card display stand, instruction leaflet & inner foam packing. 

 £30 - £40 

2039. Dinky pair of Space Related models - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 361 
Galactic War Chariot complete with spare missile - Mint apart from one missile is missing black rubber warhead in Mint window 
box; (2) 368 Zygon Marauder complete with spare missile - Mint in Excellent Plus window box (box very clean but does have 
some creasing across the top of the window with small split to perspex). (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2040. Dinky pair of Space Related models - both ex-shop stock taken from factory trade packs of six examples - (1) 361 
Galactic War Chariot - Mint but missing spare missile & the other missile missing black rubber warhead in Mint window box; (2) 
368 Zygon Marauder complete with spare missile - Excellent Plus (missing canopy) in Excellent Plus very clean but just slightly 
creased window box. (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2041. Dinky 363 Trident Starfighter - factory shrinkwrapped trade pack of six examples - all assumed Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint window boxes (shrinkwrap does have some splits). 

 £90 - £120 

2042. Dinky 367 Space Battle Cruiser - factory shrinkwrapped trade pack of six examples - all assumed Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint window boxes. 

 £100 - £120 

2043. Dinky 368 Zygon Marauder - factory shrinkwrapped factory trade pack of six examples - all assumed Mint in Near Mint 
to Mint window boxes (shrinkwrap split at one end). 

 £90 - £120 

Dinky Toys 

2044. Dinky 563 Blaw Knox Heavy Tractor - blue body, mid-blue rollers with rubber tracks, light tan figure driver, small metal 
tow hook - overall condition is generally Good still a bright example of a harder variation to find. 

 £60 - £70 

2045. Dinky 571 "Coles" Mobile Crane - yellow including jib and Supertoy hubs, black base, light tan figure driver - Good 
Plus, still a lovely bright example in generally Good (slightly grubby around edges) blue lift-off lid box with inner packing pieces 
and unboxed 504 Foden (1st type) Tanker - blue cab, chassis, mid-blue back and ridged hubs - Fair, unboxed. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2046. Dinky 941 Foden (2nd type) "Mobilgas" Tanker - red including Supertoy hubs, silver trim, black metal gantry and 
ladders, tow hook - Fair to Good (does have loss of paint to most edges including rear part of tank) in Fair blue and white 
striped lift-off lid box. 

 £60 - £70 
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2047. Dinky 942 Foden (2nd type) "Regent" Tanker - blue, white, red including Supertoy hubs, black metal gantry and 
ladders, tow hook - Good Plus (does have some small chips on rear edges) in generally Fair blue and white striped lift-off lid 
box. 

 £80 - £110 

2048. Dinky 943 Leyland Octopus "Esso Petroleum Company Ltd" Tanker - red including cab, chassis, tanker and Supertoy 
hubs, black metal gantry and ladders, tow hook - Fair to Good, still a bright example that displays well in generally Fair blue and 
white striped lift-off lid box. 

 £70 - £80 

2049. French Dinky 887 Tracteur Unic "Air/BP" - white, yellow, green, black interior, complete with detachable hoses - overall 
condition is generally Excellent, a nice bright example (a couple of small chips around coupling and edges), displays well - in 
Good Plus blue and white striped lift-off lid box with detailed picture, with one inner piece and correct folded instruction 
leaflet - see photo. 

 £110 - £130 

2050. Dinky unboxed pair (1) 642 "RAF" Pressure Refueller - greyish blue including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, 
figure driver, metal tow hook, with "RAF" roundel to front - Excellent and (2) Dublo Dinky AEC Mercury "Shell/BP" 
Tanker - green, red, knobbly grey plastic wheels - Good (does have some paint to base). (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2051. Dinky 114 Triumph Spitfire Sports Car - silver body, red interior with plastic figure driver, chrome spun hubs - Good 
Plus, still a lovely bright example that displays well in Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

2052. Dinky 242 Ferrari Racing Car - red including plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, chrome spun hubs, racing 
number 38 - Excellent (some small marks around edges) in generally Excellent Plus yellow and red carded picture box 
complete with number tag to flap and 289 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Tern Shirts" - red, cream interior, silver trim, 
chrome spun hubs - Excellent Plus in generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with number tag still attached to 
inner flap. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

2053. Dinky pre-war 44 "AA" Motorcycle Patrol Set to include Motorcycle and Sidecar - black, yellow, white solid tyres; 
tinplate Hut and 2 x figures - conditions are generally Fair to Good, inner pictorial card is Good, blue lift-off lid box is Fair (has 
sellotape repair) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2054. Dinky 482 Bedford "Dinky Toys" Delivery Van - two-tone yellow, silver headlights, ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - Plus, still a lovely bright example in Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

2055. Dinky (Dublo Dinky)  a pair (1) 068 Morris "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red, silver trim, knobbly grey plastic 
wheels - Good Plus in Excellent yellow and red carded picture box and (2) 063 Commer Van - blue, grey smooth wheels, silver 
trim - Excellent in Good yellow and red carded  picture box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2056. Dinky 212 Ford Cortina Rally Car "Rallye Monte Carlo" - white body, red bonnet, boot and side flashes, pale blue 
interior, cast spun hubs, 2 x chrome aerials - Good Plus to Excellent, still a lovely bright example in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent yellow and red carded box with detailed picture (does have price label to one side). 

 £70 - £80 
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2057. Dinky 168 Ford Escort Mk.I - pale blue, orangey-red interior, silver trim, chrome cast spun hubs - Good Plus to 
Excellent (some small chips to side rear protruding edges) in Fair carded box (torn end flap) and 160 Mercedes 250SE - blue, 
off-white interior, chrome spun hubs (battery operated issue) - Excellent, inner pictorial stand is Excellent complete with correct 
instruction leaflet, outer carded picture box is Fair. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2058. Dinky 131 Jaguar Type E - off-white, red interior, cast wire wheels, gold base - overall condition is generally Excellent 
Plus (usual very slight discolouration to rear wheel arches) in Good Plus rigid perspex case (missing card) and 152 Rolls Royce 
Phantom V - navy, cream interior with 3 x figures, cast spun hubs, chrome trim - Excellent Plus in Good Plus rigid perspex case 
(missing card) - see photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2059. Dinky 163 Volkswagen 1600TL - red, off-white interior, cast detailed hubs - Excellent Plus in Good Plus rigid perspex 
case (missing case) and Aston Martin - steel blue, red interior, cast wire wheel, chrome front and rear bumpers - Near Mint 
(usual very slight discolouration above rear wheel arches) in Good Plus rigid perspex case (missing case). (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2060. French Dinky 539 Citroen ID19 Break- light gold body, off-white roof and rear opening tailgate, red interior, chrome 
concave hubs with white tyres (one rear tyre has flat spot) otherwise Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red 
carded box with detailed picture. 

 £70 - £80 

2061. French Dinky Military 823 Cuisine Roulante (Field Kitchen) - drab green including concave hubs with black smooth 
tyres, plastic detachable stack and 814 Panhard Armoured Car - drab green including concave hubs (broken aerials) otherwise 
conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2062. Dinky Military 692 Medium Gun - green including Supertoy hubs, white side flash; French Dinky 817 Char AMX 12 
Tonnes - drab green including rollers (black rubber tracks have perished) and unboxed GMC Water Tanker - drab green 
including concave hubs, black plastic canopy (missing one filler cap) otherwise conditions are generally Good to Excellent in 
generally Fair to Good yellow and red carded boxes where applicable. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2063. Dinky 109 Ford Model T "The Secret Service" - "Gabriel" Car - black, yellow including wheels, with figure 
driver - Excellent Plus a beautiful example, inner pictorial stand is Good Plus including outer carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

2064. Dinky 531 Leyland Comet Lorry - red cab and chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
silver trim, metal tow hook - Fair including blue lift off lid box with paper label and 751 Lawn Mower - green, red, bare metal 
roller - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair blue lift off lid box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2065. Dinky unboxed group to include Standard Vanguard; Plymouth Estate Car; Austin "Taxi"; Austin Devon plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

2066. Dinky 14c Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, mid-green forks and ridged hubs with treaded 
tyres, light tan figure driver - Good to Good Plus in a Fair to Good orange lift off lid box with paper label with inner packing 
pieces and 651 Centurion Tank - green including metal rollers with black rubber tracks - Good in a Good (slightly grubby) blue 
and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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2067. Dinky unboxed Fire Related group to include 2 x Streamlined Fire Engine - red including ridged hubs, chrome ladders; 
Turntable Fire Escape - red including Supertoy hubs, without windows; 2 x Extending Ladder (1) red including Supertoy hubs, 
without windows and (2) same as (1) but plastic hubs and grey treaded tyres, with windows - conditions are generally Fair to 
Good Plus. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2068. Dinky 967 "BBC TV" Mobile Control Room - green, grey including side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent (a couple of very small marks around protruding edges), still a nice bright example in 
generally Good blue and white striped lift-off lid box (does have some graffiti to lid), with "ABC TV" figure and camera which are 
generally Excellent - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2069. Dinky 938 "BBC TV" Roving Eye Vehicle - green, grey including side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, with detachable aerial - Good Plus, still a bright example in Fair blue and white striped lift-off lid box. 

 £70 - £80 

2070. Dinky 969 "BBC TV" Extending Mast Vehicle - green, grey including side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, chrome extending mast, with detachable transmitter - Good Plus, still a lovely bright example in Fair blue and white 
striped lift-off lid box with inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2071. Dinky 983 Car Carrier and Trailer "Dinky Auto Service" - red, grey including Supertoy hubs, Good Plus, still a lovely 
bright example, blue carded base is generally Good with inner packing pieces, blue and white striped lift-off lid is Fair - see 
photo. 

 £90 - £110 

2072. Dinky 195 Jaguar 3.4 Litre - cream body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good 
Plus in Fair yellow and red carded picture box; 401 Coventry Climax Fork Lift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, mid-green forks 
and ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, light tan figure driver - Good to Good Plus, still a bright example in Fair to Good 
(faded) blue and yellow lift-off lid box with inner packing piece and 994 Loading Ramp - light blue - Excellent in Fair yellow and 
red carded box and another unboxed - Fair. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2073. Dinky 954 Fire Station kit - building appears to be generally Excellent, bare metal parts are generally Good Plus (do 
have some surface rusting), with 3 x extra plastic fireman figures, all contained in generally Good to Good Plus blue and white 
striped lift-off lid box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2074. French Dinky unboxed group to include Simca Cargo Glaziers Wagon - grey cab and chassis, green back with mirror 
load only, beige convex hubs; Delahaye Fire Engine - red, silver platform, chrome ladders, chrome convex hubs with white 
smooth tyres and 2 x Autobus Parisien (Panhard) - two-tone off-white, green including ridged hubs with black tyres and 
two-tone cream, green, white tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

Corgi Toys 
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2075. Corgi GS8 Gift Set comprising of Massey Ferguson 780 Combine Harvester - red, yellow including metal tynes, plastic 
steering wheels, figure driver; Massey Ferguson 65 Tractor - beige, red including hubs, bare metal steering wheel and seat and 
Farm Tipping Trailer - yellow, red including hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus, still a bright example (one metal 
tyne is broken), base and inner packing piece are Good Plus, blue and yellow lift-off lid is Good (does have some scuffs around 
edges) - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

2076. Corgi 104 Dolphin 20 Cruiser on Wincheon Trailer - blue, white hull, with figure, red trailer, spun hubs - overall 
condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (missing part of roof label) in generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow 
carded picture box (a couple of small scuffs around edges), without inner packing piece. 

 £50 - £60 

2077. Corgi 241 Ghia L.6.4 - green, white interior, with dog figure, chrome front and rear bumpers, spun hubs - Excellent 
Plus, a beautiful example in Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box (does have label to end). 

 £80 - £90 

2078. Corgi 158 Lotus Climax Formula 1 Racing Car - two-tone orange, white, cast hubs, racing number 8, figure 
driver - Excellent Plus in Good yellow and red carded picture box (does have some marks where labels have been removed), 
with inner packing piece and correct folded instruction leaflet and 337 Customized Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - yellow, red 
interior, cast hubs, chrome front and rear bumpers - Good Plus to Excellent (does have loss of chrome to both front and rear 
bumpers) in generally Good blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2079. Corgi 203 Whizzwheels Mangusta  De Tomaso - green, silver base, white interior (broken aerial) otherwise Near Mint 
in Excellent orange and yellow window box and 337 Customized Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - yellow, red interior, cast hubs, 
chrome front and rear bumpers - overall condition is Excellent Plus (loss of chrome to front and rear bumpers) in generally 
Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2080. Corgi 267 "Batman" Batmobile empty box containing inner pictorial stand which is generally Good Plus, with some 
yellow missiles still attached to sprue, outer blue and yellow carded picture box is generally Good (a couple of small scuffs and 
tears to edges) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2081. Corgi 261 "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger" - gold body, red interior, with "James Bond 
& Bandit" figures, silver trim, wire wheels - Good Plus to Excellent (very small box rub wear mark to roof), still a lovely bright 
example - inner pictorial stand is Good Plus, outer blue and yellow carded picture box is Fair, with loose folded leaflet and spare 
bandit figure - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2082. Corgi GS40 "The Avengers" Gift Set to include (1) "John Steed's" Vintage Bentley - red, black, wire wheels, with "John 
Steed" figure and (2) "Emma Peel's" Lotus Elan S2 - white body, black interior, spun hubs, with separate "Emma Peel" 
figure - with 3 x original umbrellas and collectors club folded leaflet - conditions are generally Good Plus, still lovely bright 
examples, inner pictorial stand is Good in Fair blue and yellow carded box, with inner packing piece which is Good Plus - see 
photo. 

 £160 - £200 

2083. Corgi 238 Jaguar Mark X - blue body, red interior, spun hubs - Good, still a bright example in generally Good Plus blue 
and yellow carded picture box and 203 Vauxhall Velox Saloon - two-tone yellow, red, silver trim including bonnet, flat spun 
hubs - Fair in Good blue carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £90 
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2084. Corgi 318 Lotus Elan S2 "I've Got A Tiger In My Tank" - white body, black interior with figure driver, spun hubs - Good 
(missing one front tyre) in Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2085. Corgi 1112 Corporal Guided Missile with Mobile Launcher - green, chrome cast spun hubs, white and red 
missile - Good to Good Plus (slight melting to percussion head), with correct inner packing pieces which are Good Plus, carded 
base is Good Plus, lift-off lid is Fair, with correct instruction leaflet and "Rocket Age" booklet - see photo. 

 £0 - £0 

2086. Corgi 1113 Corporal Guided Missile on Erector Vehicle - green, silver hubs, white and red missile - overall condition is 
generally Good to Good Plus (missile percussion head has melted), with correct inner packing pieces, carded base and blue 
and yellow lift-off lid are Fair, with various leaflets including large operating instruction sheet, small folded instruction leaflet, 
double-sided percussion head/Renault Floride and "Rocket Age" booklet - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus - see 
photo. 

 £80 - £100 

2087. Corgi 1118 International 6x6 Army Truck - green including hubs, metal tow hook and tilt - Good to Good Plus (does 
have some small marks around tinplate tilt edges) in Fair blue and yellow lift-off lid box. 

 £60 - £70 

2088. Corgi 156 Cooper Maserati Formula 1 Racing Car - blue, gold cast hubs, racing number 7, figure driver - Good Plus to 
Excellent (some small chips to front) in Fair (missing end flap) blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £30 - £40 

2089. Corgi (Husky Models) group of 26 x unboxed to include Jaguar, Jeep, Ambulance, Volkswagen Tower Lift, Citroen 
"Military" Ambulance plus others - see photo - conditions vary from Fair to Excellent Plus - all are contained in perspex step-up 
stand which is generally Excellent with Husky Models folded leaflet/catalogue - Fair (one model loose) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

The JMR Collection - Part 3 

2090. Budgie Toys Refuse Truck - greyish-blue, silver back and trim, spun hubs; 302 Airport Service Truck "BOAC Cabin 
Services" - greyish-blue cab and chassis, silver back and trim and 24 Duotipper, greyish-blue, grey back, silver trim - conditions 
are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2091. Budgie Toys 280 "Air BP" Refueller - two-tone green, white, yellow gantry; 256 Pluto "Esso" Tanker - red, silver trim 
and Jumbo "AA Automobile Association" Traffic Control Unit, yellow, black (base has fatigue and has had repair) - otherwise 
conditions are generally Good Plus still lovely bright examples.  (3) 

 £70 - £90 

2092. Budgie Toys 308 Pitt Alligator - green cab, yellow trailer, black ramps; 270 "Esso Petroleum Company Ltd" 
Tanker - red, silver trim and Low Loader - red cab with silver trim, yellow trailer (not original cable load) - conditions are 
generally Good Plus still lovely bright examples.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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2093. Budgie Toys group to include Leyland Hippo "Coal and Coke" Truck - green cab, chassis and hubs, tan back,  black 
load; 322 Routeman Tanker "The Atlas Carrier Co" - light blue cab and chassis, off-white tanker; "Bulk Flour" Truck - red cab 
and chassis, yellow and off-white silo's with black gantry and "Milk" Tanker - blue cab and chassis, cream back, silver trim (has 
had superdetailing) - conditions otherwise are generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2094. Budgie Toys Renault "Fresh Fruit Daily" Covered Wagon - yellow cab, red chassis and hubs, cloth canopy; Bedford 
Tipper "Ham River Grit" - red cab and chassis, yellow tipper; another "Super Tip-Master" - dark green cab, mid-green chassis, 
silver back and Scammell Articulated Truck and Trailer - two-tone green with incorrect log load - conditions are generally Good 
to Excellent.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2095. Budgie Toys Euclid Dumper - red, orange, cast hubs; Euclid Earth Scraper - lime body, black plastic wheels, silver trim 
and later issue Road Roller - green, red and silver metal wheels (without figure driver) - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2096. Budgie Toys group of Buses to include Coach "Washington DC Blueline Sightseeing Co" two-tone light blue, off white, 
silver trim; 4 x Routemaster Buses to include "Esso Golden"; "Esso Uniflo" and 2 others but later issues - conditions are 
generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples.  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2097. Budgie Toys group to include Horse Box - off white cab, tan back with beige opening doors; Salvage Crane - blue, blue 
ballast and jib, yellow generator (ballast has fatigue and come loose from bed) and 2 x Scammell Scarab (1) "British 
Railways" - maroon and custard and (2) with Covered Trailer - maroon, red, green cover - conditions are Fair to Good Plus.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2098. Budgie Toys group to include Wrecker - blue, yellow; Alvis Crash Tender - red; Daimler "Ambulance"; 2 x Wolseley 
"Police" Car - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus (some have superdetailing).  (5) 

 £70 - £90 

2099. Budgie Toys a group to include Lewin Sweepmaster - greyish-blue, silver; Leyland Cement Mixer; Refuse Truck plus 
others (many are restored/repainted) - otherwise conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £80 - £90 

2100. Budgie Toys Volkswagen Pick-up - blue, cream hubs and base, cloth "Express Delivery" canopy - Good to Good Plus 
(cloth does have some stains) and later issue Volkswagen Tanker "Esso" - red, yellow - Excellent.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2101. Budgie Toys "Supercar" finished in silver, red including pop-out wings, clear screen with "Mike Mercury" figure - grey 
plastic aerial - overall condition is generally Good Plus (without fatigue and wear to base decal) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

2102. Budgie Toys unboxed group to include Low Loader - orange cab and tan trailer, orange Caterpillar Tractor with metal 
rollers, black tracks; Articulated Log Truck - orange cab with side decals, yellow trailer, 5-piece log load (one upright is fatigued 
and broken) and Low Loader - red cab, yellow trailer (does have fatigue on coupling) - conditions are generally Good to 
Excellent (unless stated).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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2103. Budgie Toys 100 Hanson Cab - gold plated finish including horse, red and black figure driver; 101 London "Taxi" 
Cab - black body, silver trim and Scammell Scarab "LMS Liverpool Road" - maroon - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good to Excellent Plus window and carded boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2104. Budgie Toys 236 Routemaster Bus a group to include "Go Esso"; "Golden Esso"; plus others and 296 Motorway 
Express Coach - red, black - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus 
carded and window boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

2105. Budgie Toys 224 Railway Engine group of 3 (1) early issue finished in red with silver cast "British Railways 7118" 
lettering with correct plain box; (2) same as (1) but later issue finished in bright red, side decals and (3) same as (2) but 
brown - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2106. Budgie Toys 290 "Tonibell" Ice-Cream Van - finished in mid blue, dark blue tinted windows, silver trim, grey plastic 
hubs with black treaded tyres, complete with plastic cow to roof - Excellent (couple of very minor factory marks around 
windscreen area) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box, also comes with colour folded leaflet. 

 £80 - £100 

2107. Budgie Toys 228 "Coca Cola" Delivery Truck - finished in deep orange including hubs, 11 x crates - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) - still a bright example in a Fair to Good (still displays 
well) yellow and black carded picture box with colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2108. Budgie Toys Personnel & Equipment Carrier "RAF" - finished in greyish-blue, white plastic canopy, with "RAF" roundel 
decals to sides - Near Mint in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

2109. Budgie Toys Personnel & Equipment Carrier - military green including hubs, beige plastic canopy - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus still a bright example (couple of small marks to canopy) in a generally Fair yellow and black carded picture 
box. 

 £40 - £50 

2110. Budgie Toys 220 Leyland Hippo Cattle Truck - orange cab, chassis and hubs, silver trim, light tan back with brown side 
trim and opening rear door - overall condition is generally Excellent still a nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded 
picture box (one end flap does have marks where labels have been removed). 

 £60 - £70 

2111. Budgie Toys 316 Overhead Maintenance Truck "Public Works Dept" - green, silver ballast with black arm and yellow 
basket, red plastic hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and black carded 
picture box with colour folded leaflet. 

 £70 - £80 

2112. Budgie Toys 238 Scammell Scarab Delivery Van "Rail Freight/Cadburys" - yellow, black, bare metal hubs - Excellent 
(couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a generally Good carded picture box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2113. Budgie Toys 252 "British Railways" Articulated Container Transporter - finished in blood and custard - overall condition 
is generally Good Plus still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 
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2114. Budgie Toys 254 Merryweather Turntable Ladder Fire Escape Truck - red including ballast, silver jib, yellow roof-lights, 
with shield decals to sides - overall condition is generally Good (does have some surface corrosion marks to sides) in a Fair to 
Good (slightly grubby) yellow and black carded picture box with colour folded leaflet. 

 £40 - £50 

2115. Budgie Toys Articulated Tank Transporter - finished in drab green, complete with tank load (does have one broken 
ramp) - otherwise condition is Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair yellow and black carded picture box - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

2116. Morestone Series unboxed group to include 6-wheeled Tipper - orange, grey; Articulated "Liquid in Bulk" 
Tanker - orange, cream; "Coast to Coast Refrigeration" Articulated Truck and Trailer - red, silver; 3 x Double Decker Buses (1) 
"Esso For Happy Motoring"; another but two-tone cream, red and "Esso Finest Petrol in the World" - conditions are generally 
Fair to Good still nice bright examples.  (6) 

 £80 - £100 

2117. Morestone Series Double Decker Bus "Esso For Happy Motoring" - red including hubs, black treaded tyres - overall 
condition is generally Good (does have small chips to most edges) in a generally Good carded picture box (slightly grubby 
around corners). 

 £50 - £60 

2118. Morestone Series a pair of unboxed Foden (type 2 Trucks) (1) Flatbed - yellow cab and chassis, black wheelarches 
(superdetailing), grey bed and (2) Flat Truck with Chains - green cab, chassis and hubs, cream back - Good Plus (loose 
chains).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2119. Morestone Series unboxed Foden (type 2) (1) "Esso" Petrol Tanker - red including hubs, silver trim, black metal gantry 
and (2) Diesel Wagon - tan cab and chassis, red back - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2120. Morestone Land Rover group of 3 (1) "Military Police" - green including hubs; (2) "AA Road Service" - black, yellow 
including hubs and (3) "RAC/AA" Breakdown Servicer Unit - red including hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2121. British made group to include Kemlow "Pickfords Removal Van" - blue, white; Crescent Toys Crane Truck - red 
including hubs, yellow cab and ballast, yellow jib and Scammell Scarab with open back Trailer - red, green, yellow - conditions 
are generally Fair to Good.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2122. Benbros Toys Ruston Bucyrus Excavator - yellow, maroon, green jib and shovel, metal wheels with rubber tracks and 
(Zebra Toys) Routemaster Bus "Fina" - red, black hubs and tyres - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2123. Benbros (Mighty Midget Qualitoy Series) to include 28 Foden Chain Wagon - red, silver; 34 Land Rover "AA Road 
Service" (box only); "TV Series" 11 Tractor & Hay Rake - orange, yellow (tracks have perished) and 4 x unboxed including 
Daimler "Military Ambulance" plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus in generally Fair to Good boxes where 
applicable.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 
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2124. Chad Valley (Wee-Kin Toys) Delivery Truck - green, cream roof, opening side doors with clockwork motor and 
Openback Delivery Truck with 8 x churns - green, cream, with clockwork motor - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus 
(untested).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

2125. Chad Valley (Wee-Kin Toys) Tipper - green, grey, with clockwork motor (missing tyres) - otherwise Fair and Cable 
Truck - red, green, clockwork motor - Good Plus.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2126. Timpo Toys Racer Car - finished in metallic blue, silver trim, ridged hubs with black smooth tyres and another 
(unconfirmed manufacturer) finished in two-tone green, off-white, black hubs (both have been professionally restored).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2127. Britains (Lilliput) LV603 Articulated Lorry - green, silver metal wheels - Good (does have some chips to inner trailer 
bed) n a Fair carded box (replacement end flap) and 2 x Midget Toys Co (1) Articulated Truck - blue, grey trailer and (2) same 
as (1) but red, grey trailer - condition are generally Good Plus in Fair to Good carded boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2128. Triang Spot-on 145 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Ovaltine" - red body, cream interior and stairs, black base 
and wheelarches, chrome and silver trim - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have superdetailing) in a generally 
Good lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

2129. Budgie Toys/Morestone unboxed group to include Austin Healey Sports Car; Mercedes Racer; "Noddy" Car; Austin 
A95 Estate plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Excellent Plus - see photo.  (21) 

 £80 - £100 

2130. British made unboxed group to include Budgie Toys Pantechnicon Removals Van; "Shell/BP" Tanker; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Excellent Plus - see photo. (52) 

 £80 - £110 

2131. British made group to include Charbens Stephensons Rocket and Tender, Condon 3 x Hoppers; unconfirmed 
manufacturer Elevating Ramp; Electric Moto Cart; 3-piece Trailer Set - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

2132. Tekno a pair of Machinery (1) Drill; (2) Lathe - both are finished in red, gold - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2133. Military group to include FJ Troop Transporter - drab green, red 5-pointed star decal to bonnet, 9 x plastic figures; 
Gevar Jeep with Radar Scanner - drab green, 2 x plastic figures, roundel decal to bonnet and another but Rocket Launcher with 
figure driver only - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2134. FJ Berliet Refuse Wagon - light grey cab with 2 x plastic figures, black chassis, silver tipping back, white treaded tyres 
and Berliet Road Sweeper - grey cab with 2 x plastic figures, black chassis, drab green back - conditions are Good Plus still 
display well.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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2135. FJ Tipping Truck with front shovel - red, yellow including arms and shovel; Flat Truck - green, yellow with plank 
load - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2136. Solido unboxed group to include Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - two-tone grey; Maserati 250 Racing Car - red, silver, 
chrome spun hubs, figure driver; 6-wheeled Low Loader Trailer - yellow including ramps, white tyres and Hawker Hunter Jet 
Fighter - camouflage grey, green "RAF" roundels - conditions are generally Good Plus still lovely bright examples.  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2137. French made (Solido or similar) a pair of Town Cars (1) chrome plated, clockwork motor - Good Plus and (2) same as 
(1) but red (without clockwork motor) - Good Plus.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2138. Marklin Mercedes Racers a group of 3 (1990's re-issues) - all are finished in silver with chrome and silver 
hubs - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2139. Mercury unboxed small scale issues to include 48 Cadillac; 41 Aprilia plus others - conditions are generally Fair (some 
repainted) to Good Plus.  (11) 

 £100 - £120 

2140. Mercury unboxed small scale Commercial group to include Articulated Truck & Trailer; Openback Truck; Crane Truck 
and Coach - condition are generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2141. Schuco Piccolo a group of re-issues including Mercedes Racer; Mercedes 170V; plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Good to Mint (comes with 5 boxes which are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus) - see photo.  (9 unboxed, 5 x 
boxed) 

 £60 - £70 

 

2142. Dinky 505 (905) Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with chains - green cab, chassis and back, mid-green Supertoy hubs with 
black treaded tyres, silver trim, tow hook - Good Plus still a lovely bright example and another - maroon cab, chassis and back, 
red Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, tow hook - Good to Good Plus (does have some small chips around 
wheelarches).  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

2143. Dinky 935 Leyland Octopus Chain Wagon - green, light grey back and side flashes, red plastic hubs - Fair still a bright 
example of a harder to find issue. 

 £50 - £60 

2144. Dinky restored/repainted unboxed Guy group to include Flat Truck - blue, red; Flat Truck with tailboard - maroon, black 
including ridged hubs; "Slumberland" Van, plus others. (7) 

 £80 - £100 
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2145. Dinky 25v (252) Bedford Refuse Wagon - a pair (1) tan body, green slides and rear hatch, red ridged hubs with black 
smooth tyres - Good (does have some surface rusting to slides) and (2) same as (1) but with treaded black tyres - conditions 
are generally Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges); 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper - burnt orange, black ridged 
hubs and smooth tyres - Fair to Good still a bright example and another but green, light green ridged hubs - Fair to Good still a 
bright example. (4) 

 £80 - £90 

2146. Dinky 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper - green, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres - Fair to Good still a bright example 
and another but red cab, chassis and ridged hubs, cream back; 45w (411) Bedford Open Back Truck - mid-green including 
ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus (does have some silver superdetailing) - still a bright example. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2147. Dinky 25y (405) Jeep group of 3 (1) red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, black metal windscreen and tow 
hook; (2) same as (1) but mid-blue ridged hubs and (3) later harder to find issue finished in red including plastic hubs with black 
treaded tyres - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2148. Dinky 219 Jaguar XJ 5.3C (Big Cat) -  a pair (1) white body, black interior, chrome wheels, with red, white and black 
decals and (2) same as (1) but with trim added to numberplates and lights; Triumph TR7 Sports Car group of 4 - to include red, 
yellow, "The New Avengers" - without labels attached, off white and white with red and blue racing number 8 decals - conditions 
are generally Excellent to Mint. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

2149. Dinky 476 Morris Oxford (Bullnose) a pair - (1) yellow body, red wheels, seat and steering wheel, with figure driver, 
blue chassis and (2) same as (1) but black steering wheel - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Excellent Plus 
(couple of small marks on protruding edges) and Convoy Series group to include Fire Rescue Truck, Tipper and another but 
different colour variation - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2150. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller group of 3 - (1) off white, yellow interior (harder variation to find), silver trim, chrome 
spun hubs - Good (does have paint touch-in to roof edges and front sides); (2) red interior, matt black base and (3) same as (2) 
but gloss black base - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent still bright examples. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2151. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - off white, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent a nice 
bright example; 199 Austin Seven Mini Countryman - pale blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good Plus (does 
have a crack to rear window) and another but with harder to find yellow interior - Good - still a bright example. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2152. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - fluorescent green, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs and another same as 
previous - both are generally Fair to Good still bright examples. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2153. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - dark green body, yellow interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good to Good Plus 
still a bright example of a hard to find issue. 

 £50 - £70 
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2154. Dinky 40e (153) Standard Vanguard Saloon - mid-blue body, silver trim, tan ridged hubs with smooth tyres, large 
baseplate lettering - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding side edges) and 40g (159) Morris Oxford 
Saloon - faun body, silver trim, grey ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2155. Dinky 233 Cooper-Bristol Racing Car - green, silver trim, white figure driver and racing number 6, chrome spun hubs 
with grey treaded tyres; another but with green ridged hubs and another (23g baseplate) issue - conditions are generally Fair to 
Excellent still bright examples. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2156. French Dinky 24u Simca Aronde - grey body and convex hubs with white smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple of 
small marks on roof side edges). 

 £50 - £60 

2157. Dinky Fire Group to include 266 ERF - red including plastic hubs, yellow interior and base, white and chrome ladders; 
955 Fire Engine with extending ladder  - red including plastic hubs (harder variation to find), with windows, silver trim and 
ladders, metal tow hook and 956 Turntable Fire Escape - red including plastic hubs, with windows, silver trim and platform, 
chrome ladders - harder variation to find - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2158. Dinky restored/repainted group which includes (Dinky Kits) issues Volkswagen Saloon; Jeep; Rolls Royce Phantom V; 
Jensen FF plus others. (10) 

 £70 - £80 

2159. Dinky unboxed group of mainly restored/repainted issues to include Singer Vogue - yellow; Mini - fluorescent orange; 
Jaguar XK120; Ford Anglia - light beige plus others - conditions are generally Fair (which are not repainted/restored) - see 
photo. (13) 

 £80 - £90 

2160. Dinky unboxed group to include Plymouth Fury - light metallic green, dark green hood, chrome spun hubs; Hudson 
Hornet - red, cream including light beige flashes, spun hubs; Cadillac Eldorado - pale peach (sunfaded), chrome spun hubs, 
grey interior with figure driver - (does have some slight paint touch-ins) and El Camino Pick-up - two-tone turquoise, cream, red 
interior, chrome spun hubs with one trailer unit only - conditions are generally Good to Excellent Plus (unless stated).  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2161. Dinky unboxed group to include Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter - mid-blue cab and ridged hubs, with windows, light 
blue twin rivet trailer, mid-blue Supertoy hubs; 6-wheeled Truck - green, grey metal tilt, black ridged hubs; Caravan - yellow 
including opening door, chrome spun hubs; Transmitter Van "ABC TV" - two-tone blue, grey including Supertoy hubs, red side 
flashes; large trailer - red, grey, metal tow hook and Dodge Stake Truck - green cab and chassis, yellow stake back with ridged 
hubs, black treaded tyres, metal tow hook - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent still nice bright examples.  (6) 

 £70 - £80 

2162. Dinky unboxed group to include Land Rover Military; 3 x London Transport Routemaster Bus; Mini "Joseph Mason 
Paints" Van; Commer Truck & Trailer plus others (many have been restored/repainted) - otherwise conditions are generally 
Good to Excellent.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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2163. French Dinky pre-war 24h Roadster - finished in red, black chassis, solid wheels (replacement grille and 
surround) - Fair. 

 £70 - £80 

2164. French Dinky 24b Saloon - grey body, red chassis, solid wheels (body and chassis have been restored/repainted). 

 £70 - £80 

2165. French Dinky pre-war 24b Saloon - yellow, red, solid wheels (replacement grille and surround) - body and chassis have 
been (restored/repainted). 

 £70 - £80 

2166. Dinky 23a Racing Car a pair (1) silver, red including ridged hubs, racing number 4 and (2) same as (1) but silver ridged 
hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2167. Dinky 23a Racing Car - blue, silver, racing number 4, black ridged hubs; 23c Mercedes Racer - silver, red trim and 
racing number 2, solid wheels (showing fatigue to wheels) and another but French, black solid wheels - conditions are generally 
Fair.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2168. Dinky 23h Talbot Lago Racing Car group of 3 (1) mid-blue, racing number 3, ridged hubs; (2) same as (1) but racing 
number 4 and (3) same as (1) but racing number 6 - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2169. Dinky "Golden Jubilee 1933-1983" pewter issue based on the railcar - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus - see 
photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2170. French Dinky Peugeot 203 - grey including convex hubs, silver trim - Fair to Good, another (repainted/restored) - gold, 
silver trim, red ridged hubs and Spanish Dinky Citroen Dyane - metallic bronze, black roof panel, red interior, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2171. Dinky unboxed group to include 2 x Motocart; 2 x Diesel Road Roller (1) green, red metal wheels; (2) dark green; 
Wheelbarrow, Hand Cart; 2 x Electric Truck - mid blue including ridged hubs and Mototruck Breakdown - red including 
jib - conditions are generally Fair to Good.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

2172. Dinky Accessory group to include unboxed 753 "Police" Controlled Crossing; "Dunlop" Tyre Rack; 765 Road 
Hoarding - decals in sealed bag; loose crates and cases; "Dinky Toys Club"/"Meccano" key ring; French Dinky Suitcase 
Accessory Pack (factory sealed); 3 x empty tyre boxes and Cunard Liner - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

2173. The Hornby Companion Series Hardback Books to include Vol 1 "The Products of Binns Road"; Vol 2 "The Meccano 
Super Models"; Vol 3 "Hornby Dublo Trains"; Vol 5 "The Hornby O Gauge System" and Vol 6 "The Meccano 
System" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint, outer dust covers are Good to Excellent (some have fading on edges).  
(5) 

 £50 - £60 
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2174. The Hornby Companion Series Hardback Books Vol 4 "Dinky Toys and Modelled Miniatures"; Vol 7 "Meccano 
Magazine"; Vol 7A "The Meccano Magazine Anthology"; Vol 8 "The Hornby Companion" and 4A "Dinky Toy Compendium" 
softback - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, dust covers and outer case where applicable are generally Good to 
Excellent. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

The Somerset Collection 

2175. Dinky 960 Albion Chieftain Lorry Mounted Concrete Mixer - orange, silver trim, grey barrel with 2 x blue flashes, black 
plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) in a 
generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2176. Dinky 966 Marrel Multi-Bucket Unit - pale yellow (lemon) cab, chassis and back, light grey skip, black plastic hubs with 
grey treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some rusting to bare metal parts) in a Good Plus to 
Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece. 

 £70 - £80 

2177. Dinky 962 Muir Hill Dumper Truck - yellow including tipper, red metal wheels, black seat and steering wheel, light tan 
figure driver, silver trim, metal tow hook - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and 
white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece, also has harder to find "dual" numbered 562/962 end. 

 £40 - £50 

2178. Dinky 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck - pale yellow cab, chassis, tipper and hubs with black treaded tyres, black metal 
exhaust stack - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a nice bright example that displays well in a Good to Good Plus 
blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece. 

 £60 - £70 

2179. Dinky 968 "BBC TV" Roving Eye Vehicle - green, grey including roof, Supertoy hubs and side flashes, with detachable 
aerial - Good (does have some marks to rear) in a Good blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece. 

 £70 - £80 

2180. Dinky 969 "BBC TV" Extending Mast Vehicle - green, grey including Supertoy hubs and side flashes, chrome open 
lattice jib with detachable dish - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good 
(does have scuffs around edges) blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

2181. Dinky 983 Car Carrier with Trailer "Dinky Auto Service" - red, grey including Supertoy hubs, silver trim - condition is 
generally Fair to Good (both trailer and unit are showing chips to all edges) in a Poor to Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box 
with 2 pieces of inner packing - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2182. Dinky 190 Caravan - two-tone cream, yellow, light beige ridged hubs, black knobbly plastic jockey wheel, metal tow 
hook - Good Plus including yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £50 - £60 
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2183. Dinky 401 Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, green forks and ridged hubs with grey treaded 
tyres, light tan figure driver; 563 Heavy Tractor - red, black metal rollers and rubber tracks, light tan figure driver and 961 Blaw 
Knox Bulldozer - pale yellow (lemon) black arms, grey blade, light tan figure driver (rubber tracks have perished) - otherwise 
conditions are generally Fair to Good in Fair to Good (slightly grubby) lift off lid boxes.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2184. Dinky 622 Foden 10-ton Army Truck - unusual finish with gloss green cab, chassis and ridged hubs, figure driver 
(possibly over varnished at some time) with regular green back and metal tilt, figure driver - does have some superdetailing and 
modern decal - otherwise condition is generally Excellent in a Good Plus yellow and red harder to find detailed lift off lid box 
(base is blue). 

 £60 - £70 

2185. Dinky Military group to include 641 Cargo Truck; 643 Austin Water Tanker; 670 Armoured Car; 676 Armoured 
Personnel Carrier and 688 Artillery Tractor - all are finished in green with ridged and Supertoy hubs (some have 
superdetailing) - otherwise conditions are generally Good to Excellent Plus in generally Fair to Good yellow and red carded 
boxes.  (5) 

 £80 - £100 

2186. Dinky Military group to include 622 Foden 10-ton Covered Truck (empty box only), 623 Covered Wagon (empty box 
only); 676 Armoured Personnel Carrier; 677 Armoured Command Vehicle; 686 Field Gun and 692 Medium Gun - all are 
finished in green with ridged and Supertoy hubs - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Poor to Good 
Plus boxes.  (6) 

 £70 - £90 

2187. Dinky Military group to include 626 "Ambulance"; 2 x 670 Armoured Car; 674 Austin Champ and 676 Armoured 
Personnel Carrier - all are finished in green including ridged and Supertoy hubs (some have superdetailing) - otherwise 
conditions are Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded boxes - still display well.  (5) 

 £90 - £110 

2188. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (small baseplate 
lettering); 163 Bristol 450 Sports Car - green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, racing number 27 to sides 
and front; 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone green, black, silver trim, chrome spun hubs and 173 Nash Rambler - turquoise, red 
side flashes, silver trim, grey ridged hubs with white treaded tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright 
examples in generally Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes.  (4) 

 £90 - £110 

2189. Dinky 924 Aveling Barford "Centaur Dump Truck" - red including hubs, silver chassis, yellow tipper, white 
interior - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus carded box with inner packing piece and folded slip; 976 Michigan 180-111 Tractor 
Dozer - yellow, red blade, plastic hubs and engine covers - overall condition is generally Good (does have some surface 
corrosion to cab edges) in a generally Good to Good Plus carded box with inner packing piece, also comes accompanied with 
folded leaflets and 984 Atlas Digger - yellow cab, ballast and jib, bare metal shovel, orange base with black plastic rollers and 
rubber tracks, red interior and exhaust stack - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good carded picture box.  
(3) 

 £80 - £100 

2190. Dinky 279 Aveling Barford Diesel Roller - orange, yellow cab with black roof, grey plastic engine covers, silver metal 
wheels, tow hook - Near Mint in a Near Mint bubble pack and 967 Muir Hill Loader with trencher - yellow, orange, cast hubs, 
figure driver - Excellent Plus, carded base is Near Mint, bubble is Good Plus (very slight discolouration).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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2191. Dinky 945 AEC "Esso" Fuel Tanker - white cab and tanker, pale grey chassis, black plastic gantry and filler caps, white 
interior, black rubber hoses, cast hubs - Excellent Plus lovely bright example, carded base is Excellent, bubble is Good Plus 
(very slight discoloration) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2192. Dinky 30HM Daimler Military "Ambulance" - export issue finished in green including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, 
white and red cross to roof, sides and rear doors, silver headlights - Excellent Plus lovely bright example. 

 £80 - £90 

2193. French Dinky 25v Ford Refuse Truck - dark green including convex hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) still a lovely bright example that displays well. 

 £40 - £50 

2194. Dinky unboxed group to include Austin Seven Mini Countryman; Aston Martin Racer; Sunbeam Alpine; Bedford "Dinky 
Toys" Delivery Van; Trojan "Dunlop" Delivery Van plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

2195. Corgi 1101 Bedford Type S Carrimore Car Transporter - red cab, blue trailer, flat spun hubs with "Corgi Car 
Transporter" side decals - overall conation is generally Good Plus (cab unit does have some chips to edges) in a generally 
Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow lift off lid box. 

 £60 - £70 

2196. Corgi 1100 Bedford Type S Carrimore Low Loader - yellow cab with silver trim, metallic blue trailer, silver winch box, 
with "rear decal" - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Fair to Good (grubby around edges) blue and yellow lift 
off lid box with inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2197. Corgi 1111 Massey Ferguson 780 Combine Harvester - red including plastic hubs, yellow plastic tynes, figure 
driver - Good Plus still a lovely bright example that displays well, carded base and inner packing pieces are Good Plus, lift off lid 
is Fair (some small splits around edges) - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

2198. Corgi 1127 Bedford Simon Snorkel Fire Engine - red, silver platforms, yellow interior and basket, with fireman figures, 
spun hubs - Good still a lovely bright example, polystyrene tray is Good, blue and yellow lift off lid with detail picture is Good to 
Good Plus - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

2199. Corgi 1138 Ford Articulated Car Transporter - orange and silver cab, lemon interior, grey base, blue trailer, cast hubs, 
4 x red plastic clips - overall condition is generally Good Plus (one air horn is bent), inner pictorial stand is generally Good, outer 
blue and yellow carded picture box is Fair. 

 £50 - £60 

2200. Corgi 1106 Decca Mobile Airfield Radar - cream body, 4 x burnt orange stripes, grey plastic aerial, flat spun 
hubs - Good Plus still a bright example (does have damaged radar head) in a generally Fair blue and yellow lift off lid box and 
350 Thunderbird Guided Missile on electric assembly trolley - greyish blue trolley with black wheels, silver and red missile 
(replacement percussion head) - otherwise condition is Excellent in a Fair blue carded box (missing end flap) with inner packing 
piece.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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2201. Corgi 1109 Bristol Bloodhound Guided Missile on Loading Trolley - green, flap spun hubs with white yellow missile 
(percussion head has melted) - otherwise condition is Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Good blue and yellow lift off lid box 
with instruction leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2202. Corgi 1108 Bristol Bloodhound Guided Missile with Launching Ramp - green, cream, silver with white, yellow and red 
missile (percussion head has melted and missing one chrome thruster) - conditions otherwise are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent in a Good yellow and red lift off lid box with inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

2203. Corgi GS23 Gift Set "Chipperfields Circus" - this 2nd issue containing Scammell 6-wheeled Crane Truck; 2 x Animal 
Cages with Polar Bear and Lion figures; Bedford TK Giraffe Transporter with 2 x Giraffe figures; Land Rover (plastic canopy) 
with Elephant Cage on Trailer - all are generally finished in red, blue, yellow - conditions are generally Good Plus still lovely 
bright examples, polystyrene tray is Good Plus and carded base, blue and yellow lift off lid with detailed picture is Fair to Good 
(does have some marks on sides where tape has been removed and some graffiti) - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

2204. Corgi "X-Ploratrons" set of 4 - (1) D2022 X4 Scanotron; (2) D2023 X1 Rocketron; (3) D2024 X2 Lasertron and (4) 
D2026 X3 Magnetron - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes 
with colourful header cards. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2205. Corgi group to include 169 Silver Streak Swedish Jet Car; 285 Mercedes 240D - silver; 314 Fiat X1/9 Bertone; 329 
Ford Mustang Mach 1 - green, white including interior, black bonnet; 334 Ford Escort (Mk.3) - metallic green; 431 Vanatic; 432 
another but black and 426 "Jean Richard Pinder" Circus Booking Office - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent striped window boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £80 

2206. Corgi unboxed group to include Commer Dropside Truck a pair - finished in red cab and chassis, cream back, one with 
milk churn load; 4 x ERF to include "Moorhouses Jams" and 3 x Flatbed with milk churns and brick loads - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

2207. Corgi Ecurie Ecosse a pair of Racing Car Transporters - (1) light blue, beige interior, silver ramps, spun hubs, red side 
lettering and (2) dark blue, yellow lettering - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2208. Corgi ERF Dropside Lorry with Trailer - pale yellow, metallic blue, flat spun hubs, with plank loads; another but with 
sack and plank loads; Commer Flat Truck - metallic blue, silver with yellow and silver trailer - conditions are generally Fair to 
Good. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2209. Corgi unboxed group to include Citroen Safari "1964 Winter Olympics"; "Wildlife Preservation"; Renault R16 
"Paramount Tour De France"; Hillman Hunter "London to Sydney Marathon Winner"; Lotus Mk Eleven Racing Car plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Good (some have had racing decals applied. (10) 

 £70 - £80 

2210. Corgi unboxed group to include Volkswagen Kombi - two-tone Van; Volkswagen Pick-up; Commer "Ambulance"; 
Pick-up - red, yellow; "County Police" - (battery-operated issue); Bedford Fire Van and Mini "Police" Van with Dog 
figure - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (7) 

 £60 - £70 
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2211. Corgi unboxed group to include Chevrolet Impala "Kennel Club"; Smiths Karrier "Mister Softee" Ice Cream Canteen; 
Karrier Bantam "Drive Safely on Milk"; "Lucozade"; Smiths Karrier "Family Butchers" and "Home Services" - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

2212. Corgi unboxed group to include "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - silver, red interior and tyre slashers, with "James 
Bond and Bandit" figures; Jaguar "Fire Service" Car; MGA Sports Car; Lotus Elan plus others - conditions are generally Fair to 
Good Plus - see photo. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

2213. Corgi unboxed group to include Standard Vanguard "RAF" Staff Car - greyish-blue; MGB GT - red, black luggage case; 
Morris Mini Cooper "Wickerwork" - black, red roof, "Wickerwork" side and rear panels; Rover 2000 Saloon - steel blue, red 
interior plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus - still display well. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

2214. Corgi unboxed group to include Priestman Cub Shovel; Superior "Ambulance" - two-tone cream, red (battery-operated 
issue); Forward Control Jeep with Loader; ERF Tipper and 4 x Land Rovers - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2215. Corgi unboxed group to include Mercedes 600 Pullman; Bentley Sports Saloon; Chevrolet Corvette Stingray; Jaguar 
Mark X; Aston Martin DB4 plus others, lot also includes Crescent Racing Car and Solido Porsche - conditions are generally 
Poor to Fair. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

2216. Budgie Toys 236 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Houses of Parliament/Tower Bridge" - red, cast hubs - Excellent 
in a Good Plus yellow and black carded box and Quiralu Renault - blue, red and white stripes, spun hubs with white 
tyres - Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2217. Britains 9593 2-piece Gift Set containing Land Rover "Pine Lodge Stables" - blue, off white canopy, cream hubs, figure 
driver (slight discolouration to canopy) and Horse Box Trailer "Royal Horse Show" - orange, grey, brown opening rear and side 
door, with horse figure - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (unless stated), polystyrene tray is Good (does have cracks 
to rear) in a generally Good corn window box (front cellophane is loose) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2218. Britains Racing Motorcycle group to include 9652 3-piece gift set containing yellow, red and blue - conditions are 
generally Excellent to Mint in a Good (crushed) window box, another same as previous but some plastics have sunfading in a 
generally Fair (sunfaded) window box and 9692 "US Sheriff" Motorcycle and Rider - Excellent in a Good Plus window box.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2219. Minichamps (1/18th scale) Volvo P800 ES (1971) - steel blue, pale grey interior, chrome trim - Mint, polystyrene tray is 
Near Mint, outer carded picture box is Excellent (couple of small scuffs and scratches) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

Miscellaneous 
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2220. Budgie Toys 280 "Air/BP" Superfueller - finished in green, white, yellow gantry, grey plastic hubs - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (does have some small chips around cab unit) in a Fair carded box with colour folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £90 - £100 

2221. Budgie Toys 256 Aircraft Refuelling Pluto Tanker "Esso" - red, grey plastic hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright 
example in a Fair yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

2222. Budgie Toys 256 Aircraft Refuelling Pluto Tanker "Esso" - red, grey plastic hubs - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of 
small marks on side edges) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

2223. Budgie Toys 256 Aircraft Refuelling Pluto Tanker "Esso" - red, grey plastic hubs - Good to Good Plus still a bright 
example in a Fair (repaired) yellow and black carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

2224. Tekno unboxed Scania Vabis Articulated Tanker "Esso" - off-white, light grey plastic filler caps, cast hubs - Good Plus 
still a nice bright unboxed example. 

 £60 - £70 

2225. Tekno 434 Volvo Articulated "BP" Tanker - green, white, yellow gantry with bare metal filler caps, cast hubs - Near Mint 
(couple of small marks around edges) - still a beautiful example in a Good (does have some sellotape repair) correct carded 
picture box - see photo. 

 £130 - £160 

2226. Vilmer "BP" Rigid Tanker - green, white, yellow gantry and filler caps, grey interior, black hubs, comes with matching 
trailer - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2227. Marklin 5524/17 "Firestone - Refine Phoenix" two-tone greyish blue, silver, cast spun hubs with herringbone style 
tyres - this harder to find issue is generally Good Plus (does have some small chips on cab protruding side edges) - still a bright 
example. 

 £80 - £90 

2228. Buby unboxed Fiat Covered Truck - finished in orange, black chassis, grey back, green plastic canopy with matching 
trailer - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

2229. Forma Toys (Yaxon) 0308 Fiat 170T "AGIP" Tanker - blue, black, white including filler caps, orange hubs - this rare and 
hard to find issue is generally Near Mint - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2230. Automec "Royal Navy" Covered Bedford Wagon - finished in dark blue including hubs and metal tilt with "RN" labels to 
sides and rear, metal tow hook - with windows issue - overall condition is generally Excellent; Britains Lilliput Army Openback 
Wagon - green including plastic hubs, metal tow hook - Fair to Good and Benbros Fire Engine - red, bare metal ladder with 
yellow wheels - Fair to Good.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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2231. Lone Star unboxed group to include (Flyers) Fiat 2300 - green, red interior; Foden "Lucas Batteries" Truck; 
Tipper - green, black, orange and "Tilcon" Tipper - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2232. Lone Star (Impy Series) 24 Foden Openback Tipper - green, black, grey; 30 Fire Engine - red, bare metal ballast, white 
plastic ladders; 16 Ford Zodiac Estate "Police"; (Flyers) 11 Gran Turismo Coupe - metallic aqua, orange interior and 39 Ford 
Mustang Fastback - brown, blue interior - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes.  (5) 

 £80 - £90 

2233. Budgie Toys unboxed group to include Articulated Refuelling Pluto Tanker "Esso" - red, grey plastic hubs; "BOAC" 
Cabin Services Truck - greyish-blue cab and chassis, silver back, grey plastic hubs and 2 x "Air/BP" Super Refueller (one is 
missing rear axles) - otherwise conditions are Fair to Excellent.  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

2234. Wiking Canberra plastic Aircraft - finished in silver/grey, blue complete with metal and plastic stand and correct folded 
leaflet - condition is generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus lift off lid box; Politoys (1/25th scale) colour folded 
catalogue - Good; Calco Mercedes Bus "Micro Omnibus Norte SA" - yellow, blue roof, red and blue side stripes - Excellent Plus 
in a  Good Plus rigid perspex case, Brekina (1/87th scale) Land Rover "Flight Safety" - green, yellow - Mint including rigid 
perspex case and outer carded sleeve and DKW Convertible - green, black - Mint in a Good Plus rigid perspex case.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2235. Chad Valley 9235 Fordson Major Tractor - dark blue, orange hubs - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does 
have some surface paint marks to one rear mudguard) - still a bright example in a Fair original buff lift off lid box with correct 
flash to side. 

 £120 - £140 

2236. Triang Spot-on Austin Healey Sprite Sports Car - red, off white interior with figure driver; Dinky 109 "The Secret 
Service" - "Gabriel's" Ford Model T - black, yellow - Good, inner pictorial stand is Good Plus, outer carded picture box is Fair 
(faded); (type 3) Delivery Van - red including ridged hubs; Matchbox Models of Yesteryear unboxed Y9 Fowler Showmans 
Traction Engine - red, white roof; plus various other items and unboxed toys including Gun, Darts, etc - conditions are generally 
Poor to Good Plus.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2237. Teeny Toys clockwork Horsedrawn Coal Cart - finished in red, green, black sacks with clockwork motor 
(untested) - comes with up/down horse (does have damage and has had repair around coupling) - otherwise Fair to Good in a 
Fair carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

2238. Solido 113 Fiat Abarth - red, cast spun hubs - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Excellent yellow, red and white 
carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

2239. Tekno 812 Cooper Norton Racing Car - white, figure driver, with "German" flag, racing number 3 - Good Plus still a 
bright example in a Poor carded picture box and 913 Mercedes Delivery Truck "Tuborg" - white, red (does have fatigue to roof 
canopy) - otherwise condition is Good Plus including carded picture box.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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2240. Siku a pair (1) plastic issue F16B Fokker F27 - two-tone grey, green, "Aer Lingus" - Good Plus (could be better if time 
spent in cleaning) in a generally Good lift off lid box and V268 Ford Transit Kombi - green, grey interior, black wheels - Good 
Plus in a Fair to Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2241. Nacoral 125 Volvo 245DL - blue, black interior, cast hubs - Excellent (does have some factory paint flaws) in a Fair 
(complete) window box; Mercury 37 Mercedes 230SL - blue, yellow interior - Fair to Good (showing signs of fatigue) in a Fair 
carded picture box; Solido 10 Renault 5 - pale green, black interior, chrome trim, light beige base and bumpers - Excellent in a 
Good window box and 1336 Porsche 928 - dark green - Near Mint in a Excellent window box.  (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2242. Solido Military group to include 223 AMX 13 Char - drab green including plastic rollers with metal tracks - Excellent 
(does have broken radar dish); 218 Char Amphibie PT76 - drab green including plastic rollers with metal tracks complete with 
red and white missile - Excellent in a Good Plus carded box and 212 Jeep with Trailer - Excellent in a Fair presentation box with 
pictorial header.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2243. Mini Cars group of 3 plastic issues to include Hispano Suiza; Corgi Original Classics 9031 Renault - pale yellow, grey; 
"The Mobil" Collection Vintage Bentley - green; (Husky Models) 11 Forward Control Land Rover with canopy; 2 x Eurosun 
Articulated Truck and Trailer "Castrol" and unboxed Budgie Toys Scammell Scarab Unit only finished in blood and custard 
(unboxed) - otherwise conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes and blister cards.  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

2244. Triang Spot-on 279 MG PB Midget - blue, black, chrome trim - this plastic issue is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus 
carded tray, outer window box is Poor to Fair - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

2245. Triang Spot-on 263 Vintage Bentley - this plastic issue finished in green including wheels, grey interior and tonneau, 
with figure driver, comes with accessories in sealed bag and instruction leaflet - condition is generally Excellent including plinth, 
inner carded packing piece is Fair including outer window box. 

 £50 - £60 

2246. Triang Spot-on 109/3 ERF 68G with box float - finished in pale yellow cab and back, black roof, silver chassis and inner 
back, off-white interior with cream steering wheel, cast hubs, black side tank - overall condition is generally Good (does have 
small chips to protruding edges) with folded leaflet and colour collectors card plus correct technical data sheet - all contained in 
generally Fair lift off lid box. 

 £120 - £140 

2247. Triang Spot-on 111A/1 Thames Trader with Box Trailer "British Railways" - finished in maroon and cream (blood and 
custard), off-white interior including steering wheel, black chassis, cast hubs - Fair to Good (does have small chips to all 
protruding edges), comes with folded leaflet, inner packing piece is Good Plus, outer lift off lid box is Fair - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

2248. Matchbox group to include Regular Wheel 14b Daimler "Ambulance" - Fair including type B Moko box; Major Pack M3 
Thornycroft Tank Transporter with Centurion Tank, metal rollers with grey rubber tracks - Good Plus to Excellent bright example 
in a Poor Moko carded box and Superfast 5 Seafire Jet Boat - white, blue hull, chrome engine with red exhaust stacks, yellow 
figure driver - Excellent including carded box.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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2249. Triang Spot-On Models Morris 1100 - bright green, red interior with grey steering wheel, chrome trim, spun hubs with 
black treaded tyres (model has been restored/repainted). 

 £20 - £30 

2250. CIJ Tractor and Trailer - finished in orange including hubs - Trailer is generally Good (Tractor is 
restored/repainted) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

2251. Quiralu Simca Vedette; CIJ Renault 4 "Police" Car; Mercury Panther and Champion (Super) Lola - conditions are 
generally Poor to Good Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2252. CIJ unboxed group to include Facellia Renault Saloon; Renault "Ambulance" and Renault Savane - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good Plus. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2253. Husky Models (Corgi) a group to include "Batman" Batmobile and 3 x "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 - (1) silver, red 
interior; (2) brown interior and (3) same as (2) - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2254. Husky Models (Corgi) unboxed group to include Ford Zephyr Estate Car; Jaguar Saloon; Jaguar Type E; Mercedes 
220 plus others, includes some duplication - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent Plus. (16) 

 £80 - £100 

2255. Husky Models (Corgi) unboxed group to include Jeep; "Fire" Jaguar; Speed Boat on Trailer; Refuse Wagon; Ford 
Articulated Car Transporter; Volkswagen "Police" Saloon (Beetle) plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Good. (33) 

 £80 - £100 

Matchbox Models of Yesteryear 

2256. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - colour trial model - "Ever Ready" (livery normally 
found on Y5 Talbot Van) -  blue body and tank, white ridged roof with blank grey header, gold parts, black seat, gold 12-spoke 
wheels, black chassis without Y12 cast to base - generally Excellent in a standard type I straw box. 

 £50 - £70 

2257. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pair Y14 1935 E.R.A "R.1B" (1) glossy black body and chassis, reddish brown seats 
and dashboard, light grey grille and steering wheel, fitted with harder to find aluminium 24-spoke wheels and Matchbox England 
on base; (2) similar but more common model fitted with bright chrome 24-spoke wheels - generally Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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2258. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y14 1935 E.R.A "R.1B" (1) pre-production colour trial model - French racing blue body, 
dark yellow chassis, grey grille with racing number 4, yellow 24-spoke wheels and Macau baseplate - model has small decal 
racing number 4 directly behind drivers seat, front decal flag slightly different to standard production - comes in a plain white 
card box; (2) similar but standard production issue for comparison - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2259. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 3 issues to include Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker "Dominium Motor Spirit", 
similar model but "Air Atlantique - Creeks of Camberley", Y5 1927 Talbot Van "Royal National Lifeboat", similar model but 
"Town and Country Festival", Y13 1918 Crossley "Planters Dry Roasted Peanuts - Creeks of Camberley", Y18 Atkinson Steam 
Wagon "41st Great Dorset Steam Fair - Les Andrews Conversion", plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2260. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of harder models to find (1) Y5 1927 Talbot Van "Nestle's Milk" - blue body, 
glossy black chassis, pale grey roof, black seat, dark red 12-spoke wheels; (2) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Sunlight 
Seife" - yellow, type 2 red doors, black chassis and roof and red 12-spoke wheels; (3) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Arnotts 
Biscuits" - orange-red body, yellow type 2 rear doors, single labels, matt black roof, gold parts and 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Excellent type I straw window boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2261. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era (1) YY019B/SB Y19 Fowler Showmans 
Engine "Billy Smarts Coronation Amusements - Nora"; (2) YPP02/SB 1931 Morris Courier "Lesney Products Company Ltd"; (3) 
Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon "Pickfords"; (4) YY039/SC 1926 Ford Model TT Van - Matchbox USA 20th Anniversary; (5) 
YY012/SA 1912 Ford Model T Truck - Junior Collectors Club - yellow with green chassis and roof; (6) YCH04 Morris Light 
Van - RSPCA - generally Mint in Excellent Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2262. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y12 1937 GMC Van "2nd Dusseldorf" - yellow with dark blue 
chassis; (2) similar model but "MSS Security" - white with black chassis; (3) Y6 1932 Mercedes Benz L5 Wagon "100 Jahre 
Dieselmotor" - 1st Year MCCD German Matchbox Club; (4) Y12 Ford Model T Van "MICA Hershey 1997" - dark brown, gold 
parts, black chassis and red 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2263. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y21 1926 Ford Model TT Van "Classic Toys" - green with cream 
roof; (2) Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA Year 10 1984 to 1994 - grey/yellow; (3) Y5 1929 Leyland Titan Bus "Swan 
Fount Pens"; (4) Y19 1929 Morris Cowley Van "Vitakraft" - blue with yellow roof and chrome 12-spoke wheels; (5) Y47 1929 
Morris Cowley Van "The Black Light Display" - 12th MICA UK Convention - white with maroon roof - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2264. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y23 1930 Mack Tanker "Super Test" - orange, black chassis with 
chrome and gold plated parts; (2) Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker "Haines Gas Services" - cream with gold parts and red 
12-spoke wheels; (3) YTF5 1947 Citroen Type H Van "1996 Brisbane International Motor Show" - silver, maroon rood and dark 
cream side panels; (4) Y21 1926 Ford Model TT Van "3rd MICA Convention Sydney" - dark blue body with cream roof, gold 
parts and 12-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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2265. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van - "Bravo Colonel Golf" - orange body, 
dark blue chassis; (2) Y47 1929 Morris Cowley Van "Churtons Fine Scotch Whisky" - black with yellow roof and chrome 
12-spoke wheels; (3) Y26 1918 Crossley "De Bortoli" - white with dark red chassis and canopy and 3 x barrel load; (4) Y26 
1918 Crossley "11th MICA Convention" - Telford 1996 - cream/brown with red solid wheels; (5) Y22 1930 Ford Model A 
Van - Matchbox and Lesney Toy Museum - Curator Charlie Mack - brown body, dark brown chassis, cream roof panel and 
chrome 24-spoke wheels; (6) YY065/SD Austin Seven Van "6th MICA European Convention" - Amsterdam - Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent to Excellent Plus boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2266. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed early group to include 2 x Y1 1925 Allchin Traction Engines both with 
unpainted angled rear treads - diagonally opposed, one with gold boiler door the other with copper, 2 x Y11 1920 Aveling & 
Porter Steam Rollers - one has black roof supports the other mid-green, Y9 1924 Fowler "Big Lion" Showmans Engine in dark 
maroon with cream roof, copper boiler door and gold spiralled roof supports, two similar models but in red with white roof, one 
with gold boiler door the other with silver - both have square fire box ends - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. 
(7) 

 £50 - £70 

2267. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed early group (1) Y4 1905 Shand Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engine - Fire Engine 
red body, black horses, brass boiler and pump, type C ash can to footplate, type A hose locker sides, type 2 drawbar, three 
plastic crew members and London type 4 logo in type D2 box; (2) Y12 1899 London Horse Drawn Bus - red body, brown 
horses, type A horse bar rivet, beige underside of passenger deck, type 1 decals in a type B box; (3) similar but D3 box - Good 
Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2268. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed early group to include 2 x Y6 AEC Y Type Lorry "Osram Lamps" - light grey 
body with crimped axles and dark grey body with riveted axles, Y4 1928 Sentinel Steam Wagon - blue with grenadised wheels 
and crimped axles, Y3 London E Class Tramcar - red body with cream roof, grey solid wheels and gold lights (some chips to 
body and roof, box has ripped end flap), Y14 Duke of Connaught Locomotive and Y2 B Type London Bus - London Transport 
red with 8 over 4 window design - Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2269. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed early group to include 2 x Y8 1914 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford 
Sidecar - both are chrome plated with black motorcycle seat and dark green passenger seats, one in type D3 box the other in 
type E, 3 x Y5 1929 4.5 litre Bentley - all are British racing green, racing number 5, red seats and tonneau (one is faded), 3 x Y7 
1913 Mercer Raceabout - 1 x yellow, 2 x lilac and Y10 1908 Grand Prix Mercedes - cream with dark green seats and wide seat 
brace - Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good boxes (one is Fair missing end flap - Y5 Bentley).  (9) 

 £50 - £70 

2270. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed early group to include 2 x Y2 1911 Renault 2-seaters - one has early radiator 
casting, Y9 1912 Simplex in mid-green with tan smooth hood, 1909 Thomas Flyabout, Y11 Packard Landaulet, Y15 Rolls 
Royce Silver Ghost and 3 x Y16 1904 Spyker Tourer - two are pale yellow, one is darker mustard yellow - Good Plus to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

2271. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late 1960's/early 1970's models to include Y5 1929 4.5 litre Bentley - British 
racing green, racing number 5, red seats and tonneau; Y10 1928 Mercedes Benz 36/220 - white, red seats, single spare wheel 
without baseplate holes; Y4 1909 Opel Coupe - white, tan smooth hood, bright red seats and grille; Y5 1907 Peugeot - yellow 
with black roof - early body casting without ridge to rear of seat casting (seats are faded); another similar but later casting in 
type G purple and yellow box, plus others - mostly Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 
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2272. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pair of Gift Sets (1) G5 "Famous Cars of Yesteryear" 4-piece gift set comprising Y5 
Peugeot, Y7 Rolls Royce, Y8 Stutz and Y14 Maxwell - mostly shrink wrapped but partially open to one corner; (2) similar but 
later 1970 set comprising Y5 Peugeot in metallic gold, Y6 Cadillac in green, Y9 Simplex in red with black hood and Y12 
Thomas Flyabout - metallic purple - fully sealed shrink wrapped, also with protective outer card sleeve. 

 £50 - £60 

2273. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of early Giftware and Sets (1) Golden Veterans - The Collectors Choice 
3-model gold plated set with dark red plastics comprising Y7 Rolls Royce, Y13 Daimler and Y14 Maxwell Roadster - with copper 
petrol tank, set also has protective outer card sleeve; (2) similar - Maxwell with gold plated petrol tank (small split to one corner); 
(3) Lesney Giftware Y13 Daimler - gold plated with dark red seats mounted on small mahogany box with original outer box and 
inner packing; (4) Gift Set G5 "Famous Cars of Yesteryear" 4-piece gift set comprising Y5 Peugeot in yellow, Y8 Stutz in red, 
Y7 Rolls Royce - silver/dark red and Y14 Maxwell (no outer shrink wrap) - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2274. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of early 1970's models in woodgrain style window boxes to include Y8 1945 
MG TC - dark green, tan canopy with bright red seat, similar but with harder to find dark pink seat, Y6 1913 Cadillac in metallic 
green with 12-spoke chrome wheels, Y10 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - white, purple chassis with dark red seats, Y16 Mercedes 
SS Coupe - metallic green body and chassis, cast exhaust and harder to find green plastics, Y13 1918 Crossley RAF 
Tender - RAF blue with tan canopies and 24-spoke chrome wheels, similar but with harder to find olive green canopies, plus 
others - generally Excellent Plus to Mint in mostly Good to Good Plus boxes. (25) 

 £50 - £70 

2275. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group of 1970's models in woodgrain style window boxes to include Y1 1936 
Jaguar SS 100 - milky white/cream (box is slightly faded), Y3 1934 Riley MPH - two-tone purple/ruby red, 2 x Y16 Mercedes SS 
Coupe - metallic green with black plastics and separate brass exhausts, 2 x Y13 Crossley RAF Tender - RAF blue with tan 
canopies and chrome 24-spoke wheels, plus many others - Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (30) 

 £50 - £70 

2276. A group of harder to find models (1) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - "Arnotts Biscuits" - orange-red body, gold 12-spoke 
wheels and parts, matt black roof, single label; (2) similar model but "Sunlight Seife" - yellow with red 12-spoke wheels; (3) Y13 
1918 Crossley "Carlsberg" fitted with harder to find "Ice Blue" plastic, grille is green - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
straw window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2277. A group of harder to find models (1) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van - "Arnotts Biscuits" - orange-red body, gold 12-spoke 
wheels and parts, matt black roof, single label; (2) similar model but "Sunlight Seife" - yellow with red 12-spoke wheels; (3) Y13 
1918 Crossley "Carlsberg" fitted with harder to find "Ice Blue" plastic, grille is green - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
straw window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2278. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 models (1) Y5 1927 Talbot Van "Iron Bridge Gorge Museum Trust 
Bicentenary 1871-1981" - yellow body with black chassis and roof in correct issue box by C R Promotions No.487; (2) Y12 1912 
Ford Model T Van "Deans for Toys 75th Anniversary" - yellow with black chassis and roof, red 12-spoke wheels in correct issue 
straw window box; (3) "UK Matchbox Club" - dark red body, black chassis with yellow plastic canopies - Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2279. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear promotional Code 2 issues - 2 x Y22 Ford Model A Van "Bang & Olufsen" (1) cream 
body, red chassis, red roof, gold plated parts, gold 24-spoke wheels and red tampo Bang & Olufsen and black lower line 
lettering (released in Denmark only); (2) similar but with black tampo Bang & Olufsen and red lower line lettering - Near Mint to 
Mint in Good Plus to Excellent presentation card boxes with Fair to Good outer transit carton sleeves. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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2280. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group in straw window boxes to include Y12 Ford Model T Van "Sunlight 
Seife", similar but "Coca Cola", Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - Zeroline, Y29 Walker Electric Van "Harrods Special Bread 
Delivery", Y16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe - mid-blue with grey side panels, Y8 1945 MG TC - blue with black seat and tan hood, 
plus many others - generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (48) 

 £50 - £70 

2281. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group to include Y5 1927 Talbot Van - Liptons Tea City Road, similar 
but Taystee Bread one with black chassis, the other with yellow, Y6 1920 Rolls Royce Fire Engine, Y4 Model J 
Duesenberg - brown with beige side panels and harder to find rust brown roof, Y10 1906 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - silver with 
dark red seats and another similar but with harder to find yellow seats, plus many others - Excellent Plus to Mint in generally 
Good to Excellent boxes. (53) 

 £50 - £70 

2282. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 and Code 3 models to include 3 x Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van 
"Model Collectors Extravaganza", 2 x 1979 and 1 x 1980, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Vitalin Complete Dog Food, 4 x Y5 Talbot 
Vans including "IBCAN Motoring Festival", Y25 Renault Type AG Van - Jersey Diecast Society, plus others - Excellent Plus to 
Mint in Good to Excellent straw window boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £70 

2283. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group in maroon window boxes to include Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and 
Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, 5 x Y30 1920 Model AC Mack Truck - Acorn Storage includes 2 x harder to find grey steps and front 
wheelarches, Y25 1910 Renault Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y3 1912 Model T Ford Tanker - Shell, Y7 Model A Ford Wreck 
Truck - Shell, Y18 1918 Atkinson D Type Steam Lorry - Bass & Co, plus many others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (53) 

 £50 - £70 

2284. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large mixed group to include 3 x Y30 1920 Model AC Mack Truck - Acorn Storage 
includes 3 x harder to find grey steps, Y26 1918 Crossley Beer Lorry - Lowenbrau with light tan plastic canopy, Y7 1930 Ford 
Model A Wreck Truck - Barlow Motors, Y12 1937 GMC Van, Y12 1937 GMC Van - Goblin - black with grey roof, plus many 
others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (55) 

 £50 - £70 

2285. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of model Cars mostly in maroon window boxes to include Y2 1930 4.5 
litre Supercharged Bentley - green, similar but dark blue, Y10 Maserati 250 Lightweight, Y14 1935 E.R.A R1B in black, another 
similar in blue with yellow chassis, 5 x Diorama issues, 3 x later issues in plastic window display boxes including Y1 Jaguar SS 
100 in red and Y40 1931 Mercedes Benz 770 - grey with dark blue roof, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in mostly Excellent to 
Near Mint boxes (two Diorama issues missing inserts, wrong period models. (28) 

 £40 - £60 

2286. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of Gift Sets (1) "Classic Sports Cars of the 30's" comprising 1936 
Auburn Speedster, 1931 Stutz Bearcat, 1938 Mercedes 540K and 1928 Mercedes SS; (2) D.301 2-model set comprising 
Crossley "Warings" and Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - Blue Circle Portland Cement; (3) 1982 Limited Edition pack of 5 models; 
(4), (5), (6) & (7) are all 3-model gift sets comprising Model Car and Commercial Vehicle combinations - generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

2287. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 3 issues to include Alder Valley models, Aldershot & District Y22 Ford 
Model A Van, Y44 Renault Bus, 3 x Y27 Foden Steam Wagon conversions, a Castle House Models Police Model T Van, plus 
others - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £80 
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2288. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Code 2 and Code 3 models to include Y5 1927 Talbot Van - AIM 25th 
Anniversary - Code 2, Y19 Morris Cowley Van - Hornby Trains, Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - RSPB Centenary Year, 2 x Y27 
Foden Steam Lorry - Malpas Yesteryear Rally and "The Maltings", plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(13 - one unboxed) 

 £60 - £80 

2289. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large group of Special Edition models to include YS16 1929 Scammell 100 
Truck-Trailer with GER Class Locomotive, YS39 Passenger Coach and Horses 1820, YS46 1880 Merryweather Steam Fire 
Engine "Greenwich", YS43 1905 Busch Self Propelled Fire Engine, YS38 1920 Rolls Royce Armoured Car, YS65 Special 
Limited Edition Austin Seven Collection, plus others (small amount of duplication) - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes - most have outer protective sleeves. (18) 

 £70 - £90 

2290. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 Jaguar SS100 - pre-production colour trial model - darker red body, black seats 
and folded hood, chrome parts and 24-spoke wheels, riveted axles, more detailed dashboard, olive green steering wheel with 
silver spokes, small rear numberplate and Matchbox Macau cast on base, together with standard red model with China cast on 
base, also with one plastic display box. 

 £30 - £40 

2291. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late issue models in plastic display window boxes to include Y2 1930 4.5 
litre Supercharged Bentley - dark blue, similar but in burgundy, Y11 Bugatti Type 35 - French racing blue, Y20 1938 Mercedes 
Benz 540K - black with maroon seats, Y64 1938 Lincoln Zephyr - cream with pale yellow folded hood and brown seats, Y18 
Cord 812 Sedan - yellow with brown hood, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £40 - £60 

2292. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of late issue models (1) YY047/SA - colour trial model - green body, bright red 
chassis and roof, gold parts and gold 12-spoke wheels, China on base - unboxed; (2) similar but standard production issue with 
brassy gold parts and 12-spoke wheels in promotional window box; (3) YY027/SA Foden Steam Wagon "Fullers" - black with 
red chassis and 5 x barrel load; (4) similar; (5) Y44 1910 Renault Bus - yellow, black chassis and with harder to find red plastic 
roof - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

2293. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a large boxed group of late edition models to include Y61 1933 Cadillac Fire 
Engine - red, Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon - McMullen, Y62 1932 Model AA Ford 1.5-ton truck - Peacock, Y63 1939 Bedford 
KD Truck - George Farrar, Y5 1930 Leyland Titan TD1 Bus - City of Coventry advertising "Newcastle Brown Ale", similar but 
MICA Club model 1992, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (31) 

 £50 - £70 

2294. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mid 1980's issue DS76 Retailers Wall Mounted Display Case to hold model Y1 to 
Y30 - couple of cracks to top edge, some tape residue or similar to name tab - otherwise generally Excellent unboxed. 

 £40 - £60 

2295. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear VY Sloping Display for "Models of Yesteryear" Series Y1-Y16 complete with clear 
plastic cover and metal stand - some small tape residue to rear but overall Excellent with a Fair original transit carton. 

 £60 - £80 

2296. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear pre-production trial Card Inserts for Type N plastic window display boxes - two printers 
card sheets depicting four different scenes including London Tower Bridge and Paris Eiffel Tower, model numbers intended are 
YY8, YY12, YY28 and YY63 - possibly used for the Olympic Heritage Collectables range, not checked for any differences. 

 £20 - £30 
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2297. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Printers Proof possibly Trial Sheets for various models in the Collectables 
range (1) YFE02/B - Londonderry Bush Fire Brigade (stamped 14th October 1995); (2) YFE05/SA - Solingen Burg Fire Brigade; 
(3) YY019B/SB - Billy Smarts Coronation Amusements; (4) YPP04/SA Auto Models; (5) YY048/SA Y37 Garrett Steam 
Wagon - Pickfords - Good to Excellent some small tears to edges. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2298. A large scale Colour Print of a 1914 Dennis Motor Fire Engine "City of Coventry" fitted with wheeled escape ladder 
(appears as in model kit form - Airfix and similar), approx dimensions 100cm x 52cm - generally Excellent mounted on 
hardboard. 

 £30 - £40 

2299. A small collection of Books (1) "Chance and the Fire Horses" by Ernest Dudley - cover illustration features a Horse 
Drawn Shand Mason Fire Engine - Models of Yesteryear Y4; (2) MOY Collectors Catalogue 1953-2009 soft back picture colour 
book; (3) Matchbox the Official 50th Anniversary Commemorative Edition - hardback book; (4) "London's Burning" - black and 
white hardback book; (5) Models of Yesteryear The Collection ring binder edition with leather style outer cover - all generally 
Good to Excellent. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2300. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy Series" MICA reissues (1) Lesney small scale Coronation Coach - gold coach, box is 
signed by Director and Co Founder of Lesney Les Smith OBE; (2) similar but silver Stagecoach (some tarnishing to coach); (3) 
Covered Wagon - green wagon with white canopy, driver figure and 6 x horses with 1 x outrider - 322 of 650 - Excellent to Mint 
in generally Excellent boxes (slightly unglued).  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2301. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" MICA reissue large scale Crawler Bulldozer - green with black rubber tracks, number 66 of 
350 - generally Mint in an Excellent box (small pen mark to one corner). 

 £40 - £50 

2302. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" MICA reissue large scale Crawler Tractor - orange-red with black tracks, number 37 of 
350 - generally Mint in an Excellent box (small pen mark to one corner). 

 £40 - £50 

2303. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" MICA reissue large scale Crawler Tractor - yellow with black tracks, number 63 of 
350 - generally Mint in Excellent box (small pen mark to one corner). 

 £40 - £50 

2304. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" MICA reissue large scale Cement Mixer - red body with green barrel wheels and hand 
wheel, number 31 of 300 - generally Mint in a Near Mint box, is signed by Co Founder of Lesney Les Smith OBE. 

 £40 - £50 

2305. Matchbox "The Perfect Toy" large scale Cement Mixer - green body, yellow wheels, red barrel and handle, number 30 
of 300 - generally Mint in a Near Mint box, signed by Co Founder of Lesney Les Smith OBE. 

 £40 - £50 

2306. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Ford Model T Van - 21st MICA Ford T Van - metallic bronze body, 
dark brown roof and chassis with red cab roof panel; (2) similar but with yellow roof panel; (3) Y12-3 MICA 20th UK 
Convention - yellow with red chassis and roof and gold 12-spoke wheels; (4) Y12 Ford Model T Van "Elswick Cycles" - blue with 
black chassis, white roof and gold 12-spoke wheels (wrong issue box) - generally Mint in Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 
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2307. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y12 Ford Model T Van - 21st MICA Ford T Van - metallic bronze 
body, dark brown chassis and roof with red roof panel; (2) Y12 similar but with yellow roof panel; (3) Y12-3 MICA 20th UK 
Convention - yellow with red chassis and roof and gold 12-spoke wheels; (4) Y12 "The Matchbox Club Goes on the 
Web" - silver with blue roof - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2308. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) ATM11 Renault AG Van "Michelin" - yellow body, blue roof and 
chassis, dark yellow 12-spoke wheels - Michelin figure mounted on headlights; (2) ATM12 1929 Morris Light Van 
"Reckitts" - dark blue body, white roof, glossy black chassis with 12-spoke wheels; (3) ATM13 1926 Ford Model TT Van 
"Simplex" - white body, grey roof, purple cab and gold parts and wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent lift off lid boxes. 
(3) 

 £30 - £50 

2309. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) ATM14 1951 50/2106 Holden Utility "Indian Motorcycles" - black 
with white canopy and green hubs; (2) ATM15 1922 Foden Steam Lorry "Charringtons Coal and Coke Merchants" - dark green, 
black roof and chassis, yellow hubs and with coal load; (3) ATM14 1930 Ford Model A Van "Canada Dry" - metallic green with 
black chassis and chrome 24-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2310. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) ATM22 1922 Foden Steam Wagon "Imperial Enamel Co Ltd" - pale 
green body, red chassis and roof with fine aggregate load; (2) similar but lilac body with coal load; (3) similar but pale blue body 
with 5 x barrel load - generally Mint in Good lift off lid boxes (some staining).  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2311. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MICA 22 1932 Ford Model AA Truck - 22nd MICA 
Convention - mid-green cab, bright yellow roof, dark green rear body and chrome solid wheels - limited to 100 pieces; (2) 
similar but dark green cab, dull yellow cab roof and rear; (3) similar but red cab; (4) similar but red cab and body with black cab 
roof - generally Mint in Good to Good Plus lift off lid boxes (some light stains).  (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2312. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MICA 22 1927 Talbot Van - blue, dark grey roof, black chassis and 
red 12-spoke wheels "The Lady Vanishes" - one of only ten made for convention helpers; (2) similar but "Farnon & Herriot"; (3) 
similar but cream body and roof with dark green chassis - 1 of 100; (4) similar but dark green roof and "The Lady Vanishes" 
labels, also 1 of 100 - generally Mint in Good to Good Plus lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2313. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MICA 22 1927 Talbot Van "The Lady Vanishes" - cream, dark green 
chassis and roof, 1 of 100; (2) similar; (3) similar but "Betty Bronte's" labels; (4) similar but "Tyson & Trueman" - generally Mint 
in Good to Good Plus lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2314. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues a group of Citroen H Vans (1) C2TF11 "Chocolat Menier" - two-tone 
black/yellow (based on the abandoned 2nd Taste of France Series); (2) C2TF7 similar but "Hennart Freres" - pale grey with 
green body stripe; (3) similar but "Mercier" - two-tone cream/green; (4) YTF01 "Bonhams Golf Memorabilia Auction" - two-tone 
blue/metallic silver = generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 
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2315. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MICA 23 1918 Crossley Truck - 23rd MICA Convention 
Stratford - cream body with dark green chassis, yellow 12-spoke wheels and coal load; (2) similar but beige chassis with brown 
body and tan canopy with red solid wheels; (3) similar but two-tone blue body and chassis, dark red 12-spoke wheels and black 
canopy; (4) similar but two-tone red body with gold 12-spoke wheels - generally Mint in Excellent lift off lid boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2316. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issue MICA 23 1918 Crossley Truck 23rd MICA Convention trial model 1 of 
only 1 - dark green body, black chassis, gold 12-spoke wheels, modified front windscreen without canopy and with 3 x barrel 
load - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus lift off lid box. 

 £30 - £40 

2317. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MICA 23 1955 Holden Panel Van - yellow including hubs, red 
interior and chrome trim "Hull the Herbalist" decals, 1 of 100 Convention Dinner model; (2) similar but "Swan Pens"; (3) similar 
but "Falstaffs" - generally Mint in Excellent lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2318. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issue MICA 23 1927 Talbot Van "Falstaffs" - cream body, green roof and 
chassis, dark green 12-spoke wheels - trial model for 23rd MICA Convention, 1 of only 1. 

 £30 - £40 

2319. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) YAZ11 Yorkshire Steam Wagon "The Thames Valley Traction Co 
Ltd" - dark red body, cream canopy with large white stone load; (2) similar; (3) similar but two-tone blue with mixed aggregate 
load, 1 of 35; (4) similar but two-tone orange with grey stone load, 1 of only 35; (5) similar but beige body with cream canopy, 
also 1 of only 35 - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

2320. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) RJ-Y21 1930 Ford Woody Wagon "Ron Jon Surf Shop" - dark brown 
bonnet, lighter brown rear body, black chassis and chrome 12-spoke wheels; (2) YCH09 1955 Holden FJ - light green including 
hubs, Christmas type decals and Christmas tree load; (3) YCL04 1932 Mercedes Benz L5 Truck "Bell Canada 
International" - dark blue body and cab, red chassis with chrome 6-spoke wheels - generally Mint in Good to Excellent lift off lid 
boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2321. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MBC01 1930 4.5 litre Bentley - "Cars and Saloons" - dark red 
metallic body, black seats, black chassis and black 24-spoke wheels; (2) MBC03 1938 Auburn Speedster 851 - metallic dusky 
rose body with bright yellow body stripe, dark brown seat and press-fit wheels; (3) MBC04 1937 Cord 812 Sedan - metallic blue 
body, darker metallic blue front wings, dark brown seats and black hood - generally Mint in Good to Good Plus lift off lid boxes 
(some stains).  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2322. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) DYB03 1955 Morgan 4/4 - black - Canadian Dinky Meet October 
2005; (2) Y14 Maxwell Roadster - Hope Spring 2008 - gunmetal body with dark green chassis, black textured hood, copper 
petrol tank and brass 12-spoke wheels, 1 of only 7 very limited edition; (3) 92692 1955 Ford Thunderbird Convertible - yellow 
with black/yellow interior - Maple Leaf Thunderbird Club 2002 in presentation Matchbox platinum tin, also with outer transit 
carton - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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2323. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y2 1914 Prince Henry Vauxhall - pale yellow body, silver bonnet, 
black chassis, gold parts and spoked wheels and dark brown seats; (2) Y16 1928 Mercedes Benz SS Coupe - grey body, dark 
green chassis, black plastics and chrome 24-spoke wheels - Leipzig 2007; (3) Y19 1936 Auburn Speedster 851 "70th 
Anniversary" - two-tone metallic blue with blue 24-spoke wheels and chrome trim - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. 
(3) 

 £30 - £50 

2324. Matchbox The Dinky Collection Code 2 issues (1) DY8 Commer Van - 23rd MICA Convention Dinner model - dark blue 
"W. Arden & Co" decals, 1 of 80; (2) similar but "Charles Blenheim" decals; (3) similar but "Avon Narrow Boats" 
decals - generally Mint in Excellent lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2325. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of German Code 2 issues (1) YGB16 Ford AA Truck "Bremer Vulkan" - Club 
Model 2003 Breman in hinged wooden box; (2) Y20 1937 Mercedes Benz 540K "Sondermodell Kronprinz" - 2nd July 2005; (3) 
YDL07 Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Fuel Oil" - black body, charcoal tank, red chassis, roof and 6-spoke wheels; (4) 1939 Bedford 
Pump and Hose Truck Matchbox Collectors Guild - Nurnberg Toy Fair 2002 - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2326. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) CON01 1912 Ford Tanker - 24th Matchbox Club Convention 
2009 - green, red tank, bright red 12-spoke wheels, "Put a Dragon in Your Tank" decals; (2) similar but green tank; (3) MBC23 
1914 Ford T "2011 Matchbox Club Model" - white body, dark red roof and yellow modified back; (4) CON03-2 1922 Mack 
Canvas Back Model AC Truck - 24th Matchbox Club Convention 2009 - pale green with dark green steps and mudguards and 
white canopy "Illinois Building Corporation" decals - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2327. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) CON03-3 1921 Mack Model AC Truck 24th Matchbox Club 
Convention 2009 - orange body, cream roof, blue chassis, black steps and brown 5-spoke wheels, 1 of 35; (2) CON03-1 similar 
but "Indiana Tires" - cream body, black roof, black chassis and steps, red solid wheels, 1 of only 35; (3) similar but pale yellow 
body with cream 5-spoke wheels, 1 of only 10 - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2328. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) CON05-3 1932 Ford AA Truck "Tower Bridge Products" - beige 
body, red chassis and cab roof, chrome solid wheels, 1 of only 50; (2) CON05-1 similar but "Eagle Pencils" - dark blue body, 
yellow chassis and roof; (3) CON05-2 similar but "Ryno Enamel Paints" - charcoal body with gold chassis and cab roof, 1 of 50; 
(4) CON05-2 similar but green body with brown chassis and roof, 1 of only 50 - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2329. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) CON09 1930 Ford Model A Truck "I Was There" - John 
Dixon - unique colour scheme; (2) CON08 1951 Fordson Van "I Was There" - Denise Dixon; (3) CON17 1926 Talbot Van "25 
MICA UK/MBC Convention" 2010 - metallic silver with black chassis "Dales Harrogate Toffee", 1 of 25; (4) CON06 1928 Austin 
Seven "Moko-Lesney" - pale green, 1 of 30 - generally Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2330. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MAC06 1936 General Motors Van "Fremlins" - yellow body, black 
chassis, chrome solid wheels, 1 of 45; (2) MBC16 1917 Crossley "Matchbox Club 25th Anniversary 1984-2009" - dark metallic 
red, black chassis and yellow canopies, 1 of 100; (3) MAC07 1911 Ford T Van "GWR" - dark brown with cream roof, black 
chassis and modified rear body with parcel load - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 
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2331. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MAC27 1926 Ford Model TT "2012 Matchbox Club Model" - yellow 
body, black roof, dark brown chassis, 1 of 50; (2) MAC37 1917 Yorkshire Steam Lorry "Sal De Zipa" - dark green body, cream 
roof and wheels and small white stone load, 1 of only 25; (3) MAC05 1930 Morris Van "Star Vacuum Cleaners" - light blue body, 
darker blue front steps, yellow roof, 1 of only 45 - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2332. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MAC02 1922 Omnibus "Rink Biscuits" - two-tone blue, 1 of 40; (2) 
MAC18 1921 Preston Tram "India Clan Line Shipping" - dark green with white roof, 1 of 40; (3) MAC17 1920 Walker Electric 
Van "Sopwith Aviation" - red body with grey canopy, 1 of 40; (4) Ford A Tradesman Woody Wagon "Falcon Security 
Services" - blue/cream with black chassis and roof (possibly wrong box) - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2333. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MBC16 1917 Crossley - Matchbox Club 25th Anniversary 
1984-2009 - dark metallic red body with yellow canopies, 1 of 100; (2) MAC36  similar model but "Sceinthal & Co 
Cotton" - green body, black chassis, black cab tilt and yellow rear canopy, 1 of only 25; (3) CON19 similar model "25th MICA 
UK/MBC Convention" "Dales Harrogate Toffee" - black chassis, metallic silver body with grey plastic canopies, 1 of only 
25 - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2334. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) MBC24 1938 Mercedes Benz 540K - metallic purple with dark grey 
side panels, 1 of only 40; (2) MBC21 1913 Simplex Town Car - metallic black body, glossy black chassis, white seats and grille, 
red 12-spoke wheels and black hood, 1 of 40; (3) MBC20 1930 Duesenberg Town Car - white body, orangey-red chassis, black 
seats and roof, 1 of 50; (4) MBC26 1935 Riley MPH "Rally Racing" - two-tone metallic green with multiple decals, 1 of 
40 - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2335. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y27 Foden Steam Wagon (YAS12) "Suffolk Barrel" - blue, yellow 
hubs with barrel load; (2) 1920 3-ton Leyland Lorry "Beresford Charcoal" - grey, red chassis and dark green hubs; (3) 1948 
Commer 8-CWT Van "Shell-BP" - red rear body and front wheelarches with green cab; (4) "The Yesteryear Book" YGB16 Ford 
AA Truck - metallic gold; (5) Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA - black cab and rear roof, silver rear body, red daisy 
wheels - unboxed - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2336. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) M10 Major Pack comprising 1930 Duesenberg Model J Town Car 
and 1937 GMC Van; (2) M21 Major Pack comprising 1967 Ford Mustang Fastback 2+2 and 1922 Foden Steam Lorry; (3) M7 
Major Pack comprising Garrett Steam Wagon and Austin Seven van - generally Mint in Near Mint packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2337. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) M10 Major Pack comprising 1930 Duesenberg Model J Town Car 
and 1937 GMC Van; (2) M7 Major Pack comprising Garrett Steam Wagon and Austin Seven Van; (3) 014 1959 Chevrolet 
Impala "The MICA European Convention 2001 Maastricht" - blue with red interior and black folded hood - generally Mint in Near 
Mint packaging. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2338. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA Club model; (2) Y21 1926 
Ford Model TT Van "Classic Toys"; (3) Y27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry "Vallant & Potter"; (4) Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "MICA 
UK Goes to Manhattan"; (5) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "MICA Hershey 1997" - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 
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2339. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA Club model; (2) Y21 1926 
Ford Model TT Van "Classic Toys"; (3) Y27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry "Vallant & Potter"; (4) Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "MICA 
UK Goes to Manhattan"; (5) Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "MICA Hershey 1997" - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2340. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon - MICA Club model; (2) Y27 1922 
Foden Steam Lorry "Vallant & Potter"; (3) Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van "Robert Opie"; (4) YPP02 1931 Morris Courier 
"Farnhams Maltings Toy Show"; (5) Y5 1929 Leyland Titan Bus "Swan Fount Pens" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2341. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y21 1926 Ford Model TT Van "3rd MICA Convention Sydney"; (2) 
YHN01 1956 Holden FJ Panel Van - coral, "5th MICA Australian Convention"; (3) Y6 1932 Mercedes Benz L5 Truck 
"Hasseroder"; (4) Y6 similar model but "Technik - Museum Speyer" MCCD 2001; (5) Y27 1922 Foden Steam Wagon 
"Staropramen" - Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2342. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y30 1920 AC Mack Truck "Maastricht 9th MICA European 
Convention"; (2) Y27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry "Vallant & Potter"; (3) Y33 1930 Mack AC Truck "TSL Tyre Specialist"; (4) Y12 
1937 GMC Van "MICA Rocks Blackpool"; (5) Y30 1920 AC Mack Truck "Much Ado About Everything Matchbox" - generally 
Mint in Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2343. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y26 1918 Crossley 11th MICA; (2) Y22 1930 Ford Model A Van 
"Matchbox and Lesney Toy Museum"; (3) Y36060 1950 Fordson E83W Van "Chester Toy Museum"; (4) Y22 Ford Model A Van 
"Bravo Golf"; (5) Y22 Ford A Van "Hershey Lodge" - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

2344. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues (1) Y12 "DM & M" German Matchbox Club model; (2) Y12 "MICA 
Hershey 1997"; (3) Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon "Northern Ireland Coal Board" - MICA model; (4) YP02 1931 Morris Courier 
Van "Farnhams Maltings Toy Show"; (5) Y12 1937 GMC Van "DSS Security"; (6) Classic Toys No.1 Doorstep Delivery 
Van - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2345. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Code 2 issues - various Convention models including 9 x Austin Seven Vans, 001 
1964 Mini Cooper S Police, various MB38 Ford A Vans including 3rd MICA Convention, 9th MICA Convention Telford, MB44 
Ford Model T Van - MICA 5th Convention, plus many others and a collection of Posters - Matchbox Club Convention - the 25th 
and Final UK Convention, "Open for Adventure 2010", plus others - all generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. 
(35 models & 10 posters) 

 £50 - £70 

2346. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Age of Steam 2 Collection" YAS01 Stephenson's Rocket through to YAS012 
1922 Foden Steam Wagon - Brett & Sons, YAS07 1929 Fowler Crane - Marstons Road Services Ltd, also includes 5 x 
additional models - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £60 - £70 

2347. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Trolleys, Trams and Buses European Collection" YET01 1920 Preston Tramcar 
through to YET06 1910 Renault Motor Bus, also includes 2 x additional models to set - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £50 
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2348. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" YFE01 1920 Mack AC Fire Truck through to YFE24 1911 Mack 
Fire Engine, also includes YFE02 Land Rover Auxiliary, YFE13 Citroen Type H Van, YFE18 Ford E83W Van and Trailer, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £80 - £100 

2349. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" a mixed group to include YFE06 1932 Ford AA Fire Engine, 
YFE11 1923 Mack AC Water Tanker, some late edition models including YYM192 1937 GMC Ambulance, YYM37631 1948 
GMC C.O.E Tanker Pumper, YYM37636 1946 Dodge Power Wagon Brush Field Truck, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes (one is Fair - staining to one end).  (15) 

 £60 - £80 

2350. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" (1) YSFE01 1930 Ahrens Fox; (2) YFE04 1927 Ahrens Fox; (3) 
YSFE03 Busch Self Propelled Fire Engine with plinth; (4) YSFE05 Merryweather Fire Engine and plinth; (5) YYM36400 Land 
Rover Surf Rescue Patrol - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

2351. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" (1) YFE04/B 1939 Bedford Tanker - Belrose Volunteer Bush Fire 
Brigade; (2) YFE07/SA Mercedes Benz KS15 Fire Truck - Oberndorf Fire Company; (3) YF10/SA 1937 GMC Van - Cessnock 
Rescue Squad; (4) YFW02 1937 GMC Fire Wagon - German Code 2 model; (5) 95166 Collectors Guild Platinum Edition Fire 
Engine; (6) similar - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

2352. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Great Beers of the World" YGB01 Model A Ford Van "Castlemaine XXXX" through to 
YGB24 Bedford Stake Truck "Tooheys" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £50 - £70 

2353. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Great Beers of the World" a mixed group of models to include YGB08 1937 GMC 
Van - "Stein Lager", YGB09 1920 Mack AC Truck "Moosehead", YGB11 1922 Foden Steam Wagon "Whitbread", plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

2354. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Heritage Horse Drawn Carriages" (1) YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900; (2) YSH2 London 
Omnibus 1886; (3) YSH3 Wells Fargo Stagecoach 1875 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2355. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Power of the Press" YPP01 1910 Renault AG "La Figaro" through to YPP08 1930 
Model A Ford Van "The Washington Post", plus 2 x additional models to set - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(10) 

 £30 - £50 

2356. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "A Taste of France" YTF1 1947 Citroen Type H Van "Evian" through to YTF6 
"Pommery", plus an additional six models to set making a total of two sets - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(12) 

 £40 - £60 

2357. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YCH02 The Safe 'n' Sound 2001 Collectors Gift Set comprising (1) Ford Model TT 
Van - red body, yellow chassis and roof, black seats and grille, gold parts and 12-spoke wheels and tampo print to base; (2) 
Ford Model A - yellow body, red chassis and roof, brown seats, chrome parts and 12-spoke wheels, no tampo on 
base - generally Near Mint to Mint in a Near Mint box with outer protective sleeve (plastic inner packing has cracked). 

 £40 - £50 
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2358. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Charity models to include YCH04 Morris Light Van "RSPCA", YCH01 Ford 
Model T Van "Ronald McDonald House", YCH11 Holden Utility "Monash Medical Centre Clayton Victoria", plus others - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2359. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of Holden models including "Golden Anniversary Holden Set" (1) YHN01 1955 
Holden FJ/2104; (2) YHN02 1954 Holden FJ/2106 Utility; (3) YHN03 1951 Holden 50/2106 Utility; (4) YHN01/SB Temora 
District Ambulance; (5) YHN01/SA Auto One Parts and Accessories - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2360. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include Y27 Foden Steam Wagon - MICA, Y12 GMC Van - Chester 
Toy Museum, YY012/SA Ford Model T Junior Collectors Club, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(6) 

 £40 - £60 

2361. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mixed group to include Y21 Aveling & Porter Steam Roller - Fred Dibnah's Betsy, Y19 
Fowler B6 Showmans Engine - Lesney Products Amusements, Y37 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon - Chester Mystery Plays, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

2362. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The 40th Anniversary Models" YMS01 1911 Ford Model T Car - black through to 
YMS08 1912 Simplex - red with black textured roof, plus one additional model - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(9) 

 £50 - £70 

2363. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Best of Scotland Collection" YWG01 1930 Ford Model A Van "Ballantine's" 
through to YWG06 1932 Ford Model AA "Teachers" - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

2364. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Christmas related models (1) YSC02 1955 Chevrolet 3100 Christmas 
Pick-up; (2) YSC03 The Matchbox Holiday Fire Engine; (3) YSC04 Santa's 1997 Fire Engine; (4) YY062A/B The Snowy 
Carollers; (5) Christmas Treasures 1994 - Christmas Tree Ornaments - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint packaging. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2365. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Premier Matchbox Coca Cola Brand Collection" YPC01 1950 Chevy Truck "Coca 
Cola Brand" through to YPC06 1932 Ford Model A - missing YPC03 - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2366. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include YYM38259 1920 Mack AC Fire 
Engine, YY027/SC Foden Steam Wagon - F. Parkers & Co Timber Importers, YYM36837 Fowler Crane, plus others - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2367. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include YY21A/SA 1932 Ford Woody 
Wagon - Pepsi Vintage, YY052/B Collectors Guild 1920 Mack AC, YY012/SB 1912 Ford Model T Ambulance, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 
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2368. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include DYB05 1967 MGB, DYB06 1962 
Aston Martin DB4, YMC07 Plymouth GTX, VEM01 1949 Volkswagen Cabriolet Convertible (wrong outer card box), plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

2369. Matchbox Collectables mixed group (1) KS189/SA The Jack Daniels Edition Peterbilt Tractor Trailer; (2) DYM38007 
Roadway Express Inc Ford Aeromax Tractor Trailer; (3) YYM38030 Collectors Guild Ford Model TT; (4) KS196/A Mack Tractor 
Unit - red from Highway Commanders Collection - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

2370. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of models from the Collectables Era in plastic display boxes to include 
96998 1953 Ford F100 Fire Engine, 96947 1939 Bedford, 96999 1923 Mack AC Tanker, Churchill Mk.7 Tank, plus others 
(some duplication) - generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

2371. Matchbox a mixed group of models to include YY60 Connoisseurs Collection Limited Edition 6-model set in wooden 
case, DYS10 The Dinky Collection 1950 Mercedes Benz Diesel Omnibus Type 0-3500, YY66 Her Majesty's Gold State Coach, 
DY033/A 1962 Mercedes Benz 300 SL Roadster, Y22 Ford A Model Van - Maggis in hinged presentation box, Matchbox 
Originals 40th Anniversary 5-model set and a Matchbox E2 Motorway Extension Set - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

2372. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lesney Giftware Series an unboxed group to include Y13 Crossley Truck - gold plated 
pen stand on onyx effect base, 3 x Y5 Bentley mounted on ceramic dishes and wooden boxes, Y7 Rolls Royce Pipe Stand, plus 
others - Fair to Good unboxed (does include some modifications and repaints).  (14) 

 £30 - £40 

2373. Matchbox a mixed group (1) BBC Radio Times Commemorative Set "The Thunderbirds" 5-model set; (2) Matchbox 
Hero City 20-Car Gift Set - Toys R Us Exclusive; (3) Matchbox Superfast 36471 10-model Starter Set; (4) 50th Anniversary 
5-model Matchbox Set; (5) "The Australian Vintage Collection" 6-model MB38 Ford A Van Set; (6) similar but "Pills Potions 
Powders" - generally Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2374. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of harder to find and Code 3 models to include Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van 
"Arnotts Biscuits" - single label and matt black roof, Y12 1912 Ford Model T Van "Sunlight Seife", similar model but Classic and 
Collectors Car Extravaganza, similar model Code 3 "Old Pulteney", Y18 Atkinson Steam Wagon - North Yorkshire Moors 
Railway, Y5 1927 Talbot Van - "Kilbeggan Irish Whisky", plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. 
(10) 

 £50 - £70 

2375. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group of mainly Commercial vehicles including Y12 Ford Model T Van - Royal Mail, 
similar model but Suze, Y3 Ford Model T Tanker "Express Dairy", Y21 Ford A Woody Wagon, Y23 1922 AEC S Type 
Omnibus - Schweppes advertising, plus many others - Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (48) 

 £50 - £70 

2376. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed Commercial group in J type maroon window boxes to include Y18 Atkinson D 
Type Steam Lorry - Bass & Co, Y25 Renault Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y26 1918 Crossley Beer Lorry - Romford Brewery, 
Y30 1920 Model AC Mack Truck - Arctic Ice Cream, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(52) 

 £50 - £70 
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2377. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear boxed Commercial group in J type maroon window boxes to include Y3 Ford Model T 
Tanker "Red Crown Gasoline", Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer - Frasers of Ipswich, Y12 Ford Model TT Van - Osram, 
Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Hovis, Y25 Renault Type AG Van - Duckhams Oils - Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. 
(51) 

 £50 - £70 

2378. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y16 Ferrari Dino 246/V12, Y11 1952 Bugatti Type 51, Y20 
1938 Mercedes Benz 540K - white with red 24-spoke wheels, Y2 4.5 litre Supercharged Bentley - British racing green, 9 x 
Diorama issues including Y24 1927 Bugatti T44 - grey/red, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (30) 

 £40 - £50 

2379. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of late issue models in plastic display boxes to include Y63 1939 
Bedford KD Truck - George Farrar, Y32 1917 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Fyffes Bananas, Y62 Model AA Ford 1.5-ton 
Truck - Peacock, Y34 1933 Cadillac Fire Engine, Y64 1938 Lincoln Zephyr - cream with harder to find dark yellow folded hood, 
Y18 Cord - yellow with brown hood, Y40 Mercedes Benz 770 - grey with blue hood, plus many others - Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (49) 

 £50 - £70 

2380. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of Special Edition models to include YS16 Scammell 100 Truck Trailer with 
GER Class Locomotive, Y19 1905 Fowler Showmans Engine, Y16 1928 Scania Vabis Bus, YS46 1880 Merryweather Steam 
Fire Engine "Greenwich", YS65 Special Limited Edition Austin Seven Collection, plus others - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near 
Mint boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

2381. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group of framed cabinet issues to include (1) Yorkshire Steam Wagon "Samuel 
Smith"; (2) Preston Tramcar "Swan Vestas"; (3) Leyland Titan Bus "Swan Fount Pens" - generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to 
Good packaging (only one outer transit carton). 

 £30 - £50 

2382. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Age of Steam 2 Collection" YAS01 Stephenson's Rocket through to YAS12 1922 
Foden Steam Wagon - R Brett & Sons, also includes YAS07 Fowler Crane - Marsdens Road Services - generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

2383. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group to include "Premier Matchbox Coca Cola Brand Collection" RPC01 
1957 Chevy Truck through to YPC06 Ford Model A Pick-up, other models include Ronald McDonald House Camp Quality 1996 
Collectors Set and 2 x late edition models in perspex style window boxes - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. 
(9) 

 £50 - £70 

2384. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include Fire Engine Service x 2, YY04 
Duesenberg Model J Town Car, 3 x YET Buses and Trams Collection, YY013/SA 1918 Crossley Floral Delivery Truck, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

2385. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Great Beers of the World" YGB01 Model A Ford Van "Castlemaine XXXX" through to 
YGB24 Bedford Stake Truck "Tooheys" - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (24) 

 £50 - £70 
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2386. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "A Taste of France" 1947 Citroen Type H Vans YTF1 "Evian" through to YTF6 
"Pommery", plus two models from the "Power of the Press" series - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

2387. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Heritage Horse Drawn Carriages" (1) YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900; (2) similar; (3) 
YSH2 London Omnibus 1886; (4) similar; (5) YSH3 Wells Fargo Stagecoach 1875 - Excellent Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

2388. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mostly Commercial group in type I straw window boxes to include Y3 1912 Ford 
Model T Tanker - BP; Y3 1934 Riley MPH - blue, racing number 6, chrome 24-spoke wheels; Y3 1912 Ford Model T 
Tanker - Zerolene; Y5 1927 Talbot Van - Liptons City Road; Y12 Ford Model T Van - Birds Custard Powder plus many others, 
heavy duplication (ex-shop stock) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (57) 

 £50 - £70 

2389. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed Commercial group to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Colmans Mustard, Y13 
1918 Crossly Truck - Evans Bros, Y12 Ford Model T Van - Harrods, Y22 1934 Ford Van - Oxo, Y23 1922 AEC S-type Omnibus 
plus many others - heavy duplication (ex-shop stock) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (57) 

 £50 - £70 

2390. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed Commercial group to include Y12 Ford Model T Van - Royal Mail, similar but 
without decals to one side, Y3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker - Express Dairy, Y5 1927 Talbot Van - Taystee Old Fashion Bread, 
Y12 Ford Model T Van - Hoover plus many others - heavy duplication (ex-shop stock) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes.  (60) 

 £50 - £70 

2391. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear mixed group of model Cars to include Y8 1945 MG TC - green, red seat, tan hood, 
similar but blue body with black seats, Y16 1928 Mercedes SS - mid blue with fawn side panels, similar but all white with black 
hood, Y9 1912 Simplex 50 - red with yellow/orange plastics, Y18 1937 Cord 812 in plum red and bright red plus many 
others - some duplication (ex-shop stock) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (75) 

 £70 - £90 

2392. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed Commercial group to include Y12 Ford Model Lowsided Truck - J Imbach, 
Y27 Foden Steam Lorry - Pickfords includes 2 casting variations, Y25 1910 Renault type AG Van - James Neale - all are royal 
blue chassis with closed grab handles, Y30 1920 Model AC Mack Truck - Consolidated plus others - some duplication (ex-shop 
stock) - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (52) 

 £50 - £70 

2393. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed Commercial group to include Y3 Ford Model T Tanker - Red Crown Gasoline, 
Y22 Ford Model A Van - Canada Post in correct issue box, Y8 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Johnny Walker Whisky, Y25 Renault 
Ambulance - British Red Cross, Y3 1912 Model T Ford Tanker - Mobiloil plus others - some duplication (ex-shop stock) - Near 
Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

2394. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Heritage Horsedrawn Carriages" (1) YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900, (2) YSH2 London 
Omnibus 1886, (3) YSH3 Wells Fargo Stagecoach 1975 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  
(3) 

 £50 - £70 
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2395. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" to include YFE08 Leyland Cub FK-7 Fire Engine, YFE04 1939 
Bedford Tanker, YFE21 1907 Seagrave AC53 Fire Engine, YFE23 1906 Waterless Fire Engine, YFE19 1950 Ford E83W Van 
plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes.  (20) 

 £60 - £80 

2396. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Fire Engine Series a late issue group to include YYM35191 1939 Bedford Airport Civil 
Fire Truck, YYM351188 Royal Navy Rescue Land Rover, YYM37633 1920 Mack AC Water Tower Truck, YYM37636 1946 
Dodge Power Wagon Brush Field Truck plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (11) 

 £50 - £70 

2397. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" (1) YSFE01 1930 Ahrens Fox, (2) YYM35810 Mack B95 Pumper, 
(3) YYM36400 Land Rover Surf Rescue Patrol - generally Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes.  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2398. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include Great Beers of the World YGB10 
1927 Talbot "South Pacific", YG02 1926 Model TT Ford A Van "Becks", Taste of France Series YTF5 1947 Citroen type H Van 
"Taittinger", 96947 1939 Bedford Fire Truck plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes.  (11) 

 £30 - £50 

2399. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Models from the Age of Steam Series include YAS07 - Fowler Road Crane - Marstons, 
YAS12 Foden Steam Wagon - Bret, YAS4 Yorkshire Steam Wagon - Selby Quarries plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good boxes (appear to be missing certificates).  (10) 

 £30 - £50 

2400. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include YTC01 1941 Chevrolet Model AK 
1/2-ton Pick-up, YTC02 1946 Dodge Power Wagon - green, YRS07/SA 50th Anniversary F Series Pick-up plus 
others - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good boxes (some missing certificates).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

2401. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include YPC01 Coca Cola brand 1957 
Chevy Truck, YYM35053 1946 Dodge Power Wagon - red, YYM38051 1946 Dodge Power Wagon - White Tail Reserve plus 
others - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £60 

2402. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group from the Collectables Era to include YRS05 1957 Chevrolet 
3100 - Dixie Gas Parts & Service, YVT04 Budweiser Chevy Pick-up, YY032A/SA Mercedes Benz Wagon - O'Neal Family 
Produce plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £60 

2403. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a mixed group of Limited Edition models including YSE16 Scammell 100-ton 
Truck-Trailer with GER Class Locomotive, YS46 1880 Merryweather Steam Fire Engine "Greenwich", YS43 1905 Busch Self 
Propelled Fire Engine, YS38 1920 Rolls Royce Armoured Car plus others - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good boxes.  
(10) 

 £50 - £70 
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2404. La Mini Miniera (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include 8904 Ferrari 250; 8906 Jaguar Type E; 8907 Alfa 
Romeo TZ1; SS-05 Jaguar Type E and another but SS-06 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid 
perspex cases (some require very slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus. 
(5) 

 £60 - £70 

2405. La Mini Miniera (1/43rd scale) to include SS-06 Ferrari GTO; 8900 Ferrari 250 LM; 8905 Jaguar Type E; 8902 Alfa 
Romeo TZ1; 8903 Ferrari 275 P2 and 8700 Ferrari 250 LM - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid 
perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

2406. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) Formula 1 Racing Cars "Williams" to include FW15 "A. Prost"; FW16 "N. Mansell"; FW19 "J. 
Villeneuve" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint rigid perspex cases (some 
tops require slight attention in dusting).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

2407. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) Formula 1 Racing Car - "The Michael Schumacher Collection" to include Ferrari F310B; 
F300 "Tower Wing"; Launch Version (1998) plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Near Mint rigid perspex cases (some cases require very light attention in cleaning).  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

2408. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include "Ayrton Senna Collection" Lotus 98 - black, gold, racing 
number 12; "The Michael Schumacher Collection" Mercedes; Jordan (1991) and Benetton Ford B193 - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases (some require very slight attention in 
cleaning on top).  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2409. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Cars to include 312 "J. Cheeckter"; F93 "J. Alesi" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases (some top of cases 
require light attention in cleaning).  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

2410. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Cars to include Launch Version "E. Irvine"; 412 "J. 
Alesi"; Launch Version "M. Schumacher" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops of case require slight attention in cleaning).  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

2411. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) a group of "McLaren" Mercedes Racing Cars to include MP4 "M. Hakkinen"; "D. Coulthard" 
plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops of cases 
require slight attention in cleaning).  (8) 

 £80 - £100 

2412. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Formula 1 Racing Cars to include "The Michael Schumacher Collection" Benetton 
Ford B194; McLaren Mercedes "L. Hamilton"; Brawn "J. Button" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops of cases require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded 
sleeves where applicable are generally Excellent. (8) 

 £80 - £90 

2413. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) a group of Formula 1 Racing Cars to include Benetton Ford 194 "J. Verstappen"; Brabham 
"J. Watson"; Lotus Ford "De Angelis" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops of cases require slight attention in cleaning).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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2414. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) a group of three Ferraris (1) 456 GT - red; (2) 512 TR - black and (3) F50 
Spider - red - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases (require very slight attention in 
cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Near Mint to Mint. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2415. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include Mercedes 190E "Snobeck/Cudini"; McLaren F1 "Ueno 
Clinic"; Ferrari 333 SP - blue, white and Audi R8 "Adelaide 2000" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are Good Plus to Near Mint (could be better if slight time spent in cleaning lids), carded sleeves are Good Plus 
to Near Mint. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2416. Minichamps 1/43rd scale a group of Racing Cars to include Bentley Speed 8 "Le Mans 2003"; Chaparral "Le Mans 
1967"; Renault Alpine "Le Mans 1978" and Audi R8 "Le Mans 2005" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are Excellent to Near Mint (do require slight attention in cleaning on lids), outer carded sleeves are Excellent to 
Near Mint. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2417. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include Audi R8 "Le Mans 2002"; Ferrari 333 SP "Sebring 1997"; 
Porsche 962 GT "Le Mans 1994" and Porsche 956L "Le Mans 1984" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are generally Excellent to Near Mint (lids require slight attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are generally 
Excellent to Near Mint. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2418. Paul's Model Art (1/24th scale) Mercedes SLR "Le Mans 1955" - silver, racing number 19 - Mint, polystyrene case is 
Excellent with German and English certificates, plain carded box is Near Mint, outer carded picture sleeve is Excellent - see 
photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2419. Paul's Model Art (1/24th scale) Mercedes 300 SLR 1955 "Stirling Moss" - silver, tartan seats, racing number 722 - Mint, 
polystyrene tray is Near Mint, plain white carded box is Near Mint, outer carded sleeve is Excellent with German and English 
issue certificates - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2420. Model Best (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include 9044 Ferrari 750 Monza "Prova"; 9061 Alfa Romeo TZ1 
"Targa Florio 1965"; 9072 Porsche 908 "Nurburgring 1971"; 9063 Ferrari 290 "Prova" plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint rigid perspex cases (many cases could be better if slight time 
cleaning tops), outer carded sleeves are Good to Excellent (some have very slight fading on ends).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2421. Model Best (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 9079 Ferrari 330 P2 "1964"; 9048 Ferrari 750 Monza 
"Tourist Trophy 1955"; 9082 Ferrari 365 "Le Mans 1966"; Ferrari 860 Monza "Mille Miglia 1956" plus others - conditions appear 
to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are Good Plus to Mint (many could be better if slight time spent cleaning 
tops), outer carded sleeves are Good to Near Mint (some have very slight fading on ends).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2422. Model Best (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 9039 Porsche 908 "Targa Florio 1970"; PR05 Ferrari 750 
Monza "Mille Miglia 1992"; 9054 Ferrari 250 LM "Nurburgring 1965"; 9060 Alfa Romeo TZ1 "Monza 1963" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some 
require very slight cleaning on tops), outer carded sleeves are Good to Excellent Plus (some have very light fading on ends).  
(10) 

 £60 - £70 
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2423. Model Best (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 9047 Ferrari 750 Monza "Targa Florio 1955"; 9065 Porsche 
908 "Watkins Glen 1972"; 9037 Jaguar Type E "Nurburgring 1963"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some require very light attention in cleaning on tops) in generally 
Good to Excellent Plus outer carded sleeves (some have light sun fading to ends).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2424. Model Best (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 9166 Ferrari 250 LM "1000km 1966"; 9050 Porsche 908 
"Targa Florio 1970"; 9046 Ferrari 750 Monza "Spa 1955" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are generally Excellent to Mint (some lids require attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to 
Near Mint (some have very light fading on ends).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2425. Model Best (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 9076 Ferrari 250 GTL "1964 Stradale"; 9077 another; PR08 
Ferrari 750 Monza "40th Anniversary 1954-1994"; Ferrari 860 Monza "Mille Miglia 1992" plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some lids require attention in cleaning), 
carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2426. Model Best (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 9002 Ferrari 275 GTB "Stradale"; 9036 Jaguar Type E 
"Oulton Park 1961"; 9033 Porsche 908 "Targa Florio 1970"; 9032 Porsche 908 "Nurburgring 1970" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some could be better if 
slight time spent in cleaning lids), outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

2427. Model Best (1/43rd scale) Racing Cars to include SL01 Ferrari 275 GTB "Ferrari Days 1983"; SL04 Jaguar Type E 
"Targa Florio 1990"; 9276 Ferrari 512 BB "Le Mans 1979" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to 
Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Near Mint to Mint. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

2428. Bang (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include 7074 Ford GT40 "Le Mans 1969"; 7118 Ferrari 330 "Le Mans 
1967"; 1010 Ferrari 250 GT "Tour De France 1957" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are Excellent to Mint (some require slight attention in dusting on tops), outer carded sleeves are Good to 
Excellent (some are faded on end) - see photo. (13) 

 £80 - £100 

2429. Top Model Collection (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include TMC057 Ferrari 340 America "Le Mans 1951"; 
Ferrari 340 Spider; TMC030 Jaguar Type C "Le Mans 1953" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to 
Mint rigid perspex cases (some require very slight attention in dusting) in generally Good Plus to Excellent carded sleeves 
(some have very slight fading on ends).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2430. Top Model Collection (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include TMC055 Ferrari 340 Spyder; TMC029 
Jaguar Type C "Winner Le Mans 1951"; TMC087 Ferrari 375 MM, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are Excellent to Near Mint (some could be better if slight time spent in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are 
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2431. Top Model Collection (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include TMC012 Ferrari Daytona "Le Mans 1973"; 
TMC004 Ferrari 375 Plus MM plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
rigid perspex cases (some are slightly discoloured), outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus (some small scuffs on 
edges).  (7) 

 £50 - £60 
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2432. Top Model Collection (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include TMC034 Ferrari 212 Export "Le Mans 1951"; 
TMC013 Ferrari Daytona "Le Mans 1973"; TMC001 Ferrari 375 MM "1954 Gialla" plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Good to Near Mint (some have slight discolouration) in generally 
Good to Excellent carded sleeves. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2433. Top Model Collection (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include TMC5002 Ferrari 375 Plus; TMC226 Ferrari 250 
GT SWB; TMC114 Aston Martin DBR1 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent to Mint rigid 
perspex cases (some require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some 
inner plastic packaging is slightly discoloured) - see photo. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2434. Brumm (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include R203S Ferrari 512 "Daytona 1971"; R218 Porsche 917 "Le 
Mans 1970"; R69S Ferrari 246 "Francorschamps" plus others, also includes 2 x Light Commercial Vans to include R328 Fiat 
"Scuderia Ferrari" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid perspex cases (some require very light 
attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

2435. Brumm (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include R74 Talbot Lago; R123 Ferrari 156; R203 Ferrari 512S; R151 
Jaguar Type D plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are Good Plus to Near 
Mint (some could be better if slight time spent in cleaning on tops), outer carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Near Mint. 
(10) 

 £60 - £70 

2436. Model Box (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 8451 Ferrari 250 LM "Tour De France 1969"; 8427 Ferrari 
250 TDF "Tour De France 1959"; 8454 Ferrari GTO "Tour De France 1964" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases (some do require very light attention in cleaning on top), outer carded sleeves are Good 
to Excellent (some have fading on ends).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2437. Model Box (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 8431 Ferrari 250 TDF "Tour De France 1958"; 8453 Ford 
GT40 "Le Mans 1966"; 8443 Jaguar Type E Coupe "Tourist Trophy 1962"; 8432 Ferrari GTO "Sebring 1962" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases (some require very light attention in 
cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Good to Excellent Plus (some have fading on ends).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2438. Model Box (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 8442 Ferrari 275 GTB "Tour De France 1969"; 8423 AC 
Shelby Cobra "Targa Florio 1964"; 8448 Ferrari P2 "Nurburgring 1965" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Good to Excellent (some have fading to ends).  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2439. Model Box (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 8450 Jaguar Type E "Le Mans 1962";  8421 AC Shelby 
Cobra "Laguna 1964"; 8441 Ferrari 250 TDF "Tour De France 1958"; 8456 Ford GT40 "Le Mans 1966" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Good to Excellent Plus 
(some have slight fading on ends).  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2440. Model Box (1/43rd scale) a group of Sports Cars to include 8417 Ferrari 275 GTB; 8406 Ferrari 250 GT; 8461 Jaguar 
Type E Spyder; 8412 AC Shelby Cobra, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent 
to Mint, outer carded sleeves are generally Good to Excellent (some have fading on ends).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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2441. Model Box (1/43rd scale) a group of Sports Cars to include 8428 Ferrari 275 GTB Spyder; 8440 Jaguar Type E 
Hardtop; 8411 AC Shelby Cobra plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, 
outer carded sleeves are generally Good to Excellent (some have slight fading on ends).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

2442. Model Box (1/43rd scale) a group of Sports and Racing Cars to include 8402 Ferrari GTO "Le Mans 1962"; 8407 
Ferrari 250 GT plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, inner carded trays are Near Mint to Mint, outer carded 
boxes are generally Good Plus. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2443. Art Model (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Racing Cars to include ART020 Dino "Prova 1962"; ART025 500TRC 
"Tiefencastel 1957"; ART016 166MM "Le Mans 1950" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint including rigid 
perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some have fading on ends).  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

2444. Art Model (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Racing Cars to include ART033 Dino "Riverside 1963"; ART027 
500TCR - "Santa Barbara 1959"; ART139 250P "Le Mans 1963" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are Near Mint to Mint, outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint (some have sun fading on ends) - see 
photo. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

2445. Art Model (1/43rd scale) group of Ferrari Racing Cars to include ART024 166MM "Spa 1949"; ART039 340 Mexico 
"Pescara 1953"; ARTS05 166MM "50th Anniversary" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases 
are Excellent to Mint (some tops require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint (some 
have light sun fading to ends).  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

2446. Art Model (1/43rd scale) group of Ferrari Racing Cars to include ART009 195S "Le Mans 1950"; ART053 166MM "Mille 
Miglia 1991"; ART063 290MM "Le Mans 1957" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are 
Near Mint to Mint, outer carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very slight discolouration to labels).  
(9) 

 £70 - £80 

2447. Art Model (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Racing Cars to include ART017 166S "Mille Miglia 1950" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint (some have very light fading to ends).  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2448. Art Model (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Sports Cars to include ART014 500TRC; ART007 166MM; ART037 340 
Mexico plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are 
generally Excellent to Near Mint (some have very slight discolouration to labels - one model body has become detached from 
chassis) - see photo. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2449. Hot Wheels (Mattel) - a group of Ferrari Road and Racing Cars (1/43rd scale) to include 458 Italia; 365 GTB 1968 plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally 
Excellent to Mint. (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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2450. Hot Wheels (Mattel) a group of Ferrari (1/43rd scale) Formula 1 Racing Cars to include 312B "Andretti"; F2008 
"Massa"; F2002 "Schumacher" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, 
outer carded sleeves are Excellent to Mint (some have very minor scuffs on edges) - one comes in presentation box. (10) 

 £70 - £90 

2451. Hot Wheels (Mattel) a group of (1/43rd scale) Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Cars to include F2007 "Raikkonen"; F2004 
"Schumacher"; 150 Italia "Alonso" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases 
and outer carded sleeves. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2452. Hot Wheels (Mattel/IXO Models) a group of (1/43rd scale) Road and Racing Cars - all Ferraris including 575M 
Maranello; F430; 360 Modena plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent to Mint, 
outer carded sleeves are Near Mint to Mint. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2453. IXO Models a group to include Audi R10 "Le Mans 2006"; Ferrari TR61 "Winner Le Mans 1961"; Audi R8 "Winner Le 
Mans 2004" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are 
generally Near Mint to Mint. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2454. IXO Models (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include Ford Mk.1V "Le Mans 1967"; Jaguar type D "Winner Le 
Mans 1957"; Jaguar type C "Le Mans 1953"; Jaguar XJR9 "Le Mans 1988" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves.  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2455. Jolly Model (1/43rd scale) a group of 3 x Ferrari models (1) JL0200 Drogo 1963; JL0274 "500KM Spa 1964" and JL097 
250P "Le Mans 1963" - conditions are generally Mint rigid perspex cases are Near Mint to Mint (require very light attention in 
dusting on top) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer carded sleeves.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2456. Spark (1/43rd scale) 43LM10 Audi R15 "Le Mans Winner 2010" and STME01 Gulf Mirage GR8 "Le Mans 
1975" - conditions are Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeve and presentation boxes are Near Mint to Mint.  
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

2457. Spark (1/43rd scale) group to include 43LM11 Audi R18 "Winner Le Mans 2011"; S2517 R18 "Le Mans 2011" and R18 
"Team Joest" - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves are Near Mint to Mint.  (3) 

 £70 - £80 

2458. Trofeu (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 1901 Porsche 936; 903 Porsche Joest; 1205 Porsche "Le Mans 
1981" and 901 Porsche Le Mans 1996 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid perspex cases, outer 
carded sleeves are Near Mint to Mint.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2459. Progetto K group of Road and Racing Cars to include 013 Ferrari 250TR "Le Mans 1958"; 022 Maserati Birdcage 
1960; 032 Ferrari 250MM; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint rigid perspex cases and 
outer carded sleeves (some have fading to ends).  (8) 

 £70 - £80 
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2460. Progetto K (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include 014 Ferrari 250TR "Le Mans  1958"; 025 Maserati 
Birdcage 1961; 112 Ferrari 250MM Pininfarina 1953 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid 
perspex cases are generally Excellent to Mint (some require slight cleaning on tops), outer carded sleeves and window boxes 
are Good (slightly stained) to Excellent - the lot also includes a 2-piece gift set - see photo.  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

2461. Group of (1/43rd scale) Racing cars to include Kyosho "Williams" Renault FW14B; Ferrari F92A; Max Models 
Mercedes 300SL "Winner Le Mans 1952" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases where applicable, outer carded sleeves and presentation box are generally Excellent to 
Mint.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2462. Group of (1/43rd scale) Racing Cars to include Eligor 1198 Porsche 917 "Le Mans 1969"; Jolly Model Ferrari 240; 
Jouef Ferrari 250 GTO 1964 plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases where applicable are 
generally Good Plus to Mint (some tops require slight attention in cleaning) outer carded sleeves and presentation box are 
generally Good to Excellent where applicable (some have very slight fading).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

2463. Group of (1/43rd scale) Road and Racing Cars to include Macadam Lamborghini Diablo; Revell Ferrari Mythos; Autoart 
Jaguar XJ13; Maisto Mercedes CLK-GTR plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus - see photo.  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

2464. GMP (1/43rd scale) a group of McLaren Low/High Wing models including "Dan Gurney"; "Denny Hulme" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint including presentation boxes, outer sleeves are generally Excellent (do have 
marks where labels have been removed).  (4) 

 £70 - £90 

2465. GMP (1/43rd scale) a group of Lola T70 Racing Cars including 1966 "Dan Gurney"; "Jerry Grant" and 1967 "Dan 
Gurney" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation boxes, outer sleeves are generally Excellent 
(do have some marks where labels have been removed) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

2466. Detail Cars (1/43rd scale) a group of Sports Cars to include ART282 Ferrari Daytona 365 Coupe 1970; ART292 Ferrari 
F355 Coupe 1994; ART391 Ferrari F50 1995 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Near 
Mint to Mint, carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint (one comes in presentation box).  (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2467. Detail Cars (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include ART403 Ferrari F355; ART288 Ferrari Daytona 365 "Le 
Mans 1970"; ART175 Jaguar XK220 "Le Mans 1995" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint 
rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some have very light fading on ends).  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2468. Detail Cars (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include ART172 Jaguar XJ220 "GC93"; ART143 Ferrari 
512 TR Spider; ART154 Ferrari F40 "GC93"; ART111 Lamborghini Diablo plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Good to Near Mint. (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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2469. Herpa (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Road Cars to include 288 GTO; F40; plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Mint including rigid perspex cases where applicable, outer carded sleeves and presentation boxes are generally 
Excellent to Near Mint (apart from one which has slight fading to picture card).  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2470. Vitesse (1/43rd scale) group of Rally Cars to include 131 Opel Manta "Rally Sanremo 1983"; another SM14 "Safari 
Rally 1984"; 303 Peugeot 205 Turbo "Paris - Dakar 1987" and another SM23 "Espagne" - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2471. Vitesse (1/43rd scale) a group of Lancia 037 Rally Cars to include "Pioneer"; "Martini" plus others - conditions appear 
to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent window boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2472. Vitesse (1/43rd scale) a group of Porsche 956 Racing Cars to include 199 "Le Mans 1983"; 195 "Marlboro"; 192 
"Kenwood" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus window boxes. 
(9) 

 £70 - £80 

2473. Vitesse (1/43rd scale) a group of mainly Ferrari Road and Racing Cars to include L088 308 GTB "Spanish Baja"; L001 
"Pioneer"; L026 "Olio Fiat" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally 
Excellent to Mint (some tops require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves where applicable are generally Fair to 
Excellent - see photo. (18) 

 £80 - £100 

2474. Vitesse Peugeot 905 Racing Car a group of 5 variations - all are finished in white with red, blue and yellow stripes - see 
photo - conditions are generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Near Mint to Mint (some top of cases require slight attention in 
cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Excellent to Near Mint. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2475. Quartzo (1/43rd scale) group of Lotus Formula 1 Racing Cars to include 4020 Lotus 72 "German 1970"; 4019 "Winner 
German 1970"; 4045 "German 1971" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
rigid perspex cases (some have small marks where labels have been partially removed).  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2476. Quartzo (1/43rd scale) a group of Formula 1 Racing Cars to include 4033 Renault "A. Prost"; 4089 Lotus "Andretti"; 
4004 Lotus 49 "Graham Hill - South Africa 1968" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including rigid 
perspex cases. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2477. Quartzo (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Cars to include Q4095312 T3 "Winner British 1978"; 4031 
312T "French 1975" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases (some have 
small marks where labels have been partially removed).  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2478. Quartzo (1/43rd scale) group of Classic Formula 1 Ferrari Racing Cars to include Q4116 375 "Italian 1950"; Q4129 500 
"French Winner 1953"; Q4153 Dino 156 "Winner Italian 1961" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent 
to Mint rigid perspex cases (some have small marks where labels have been removed).  (10) 

 £70 - £80 
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2479. Quartzo (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include QLM018 Rondeau "Winner Le Mans 1980"; QLM033 Jaguar 
XK120 "Winner Le Mans 1959"; QLM99009 Peugeot 905; QLM039 Aston Martin DBR1 "Winner Le Mans 1959" plus 
others - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to 
Mint. (14) 

 £80 - £90 

2480. Onyx (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 039B Jaguar "Bud Light"; XLM99016 Toyota GT "Le Mans 1999"; 
XLM036 Panos Spyder "Le Mans 2000" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer 
carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint. (6) 

 £35 - £45 

2481. Onyx (1/43rd scale) a group of Formula 1 and other Racing Cars to include 100T Lotus; Jaguar XJR9 "Silk Cut"; 117 
McLaren "Ayrton Senna" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
window boxes, rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2482. Onyx (1/43rd scale) group of Formula 1 Racing Cars to include 212 Ferrari 412 T1B "Berger 1994"; 238 412 T1; 167 
Castrol Lotus 107B "J. Herbert" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

2483. Onyx (1/43rd scale) a group of "Williams" Formula 1 Racing Cars to include 235 FW17 "Damon Hill"; 172 FW15B 
"Prost"; 210 FW16 "Australian Damon Hill" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex 
cases (some have small marks where labels have been removed).  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2484. Provence Moulage (resin) a group to include K621 Ferrari 348 - red, yellow; K526 Lister Jaguar - yellow, 
green - conditions are generally Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent boxes and 2 x kits K692 Ferrari 312P "Nurburgring 
1969" and Ferrari 400 Super America - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in Good 
(slightly stained) boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2485. Starter (resin) a group to include Ferrari 275P; Ferrari TR60; Rondeau 482; Jaguar XKR8 and Porsche RSR 
Turbo - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus (some do require attention to repair to spoilers) in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £90 

2486. White Metal/Resin Kit group to include Starter Aston Martin AMR1 "Le Mans 1989"; Nissan R90 "Calsonic"; Jaguar 
XJR; BBR Ferrari 333 SP and another but different drivers - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

2487. White Metal/Resin group to include Silhouette Rondeau 382C - red, white and blue; another 382 "Le Mans 
1982" - white; Leader Chevrolet Corvette "Braun" - white, orange, yellow, red and Hi-Fi (Automodelli) Ferrari - red, racing 
number 2 - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus plain boxes with labels. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2488. Tameo (white metal/resin) group to include Ferrari 275 GTB - red, racing number 7; another but yellow, racing number 
24 - conditions are generally Excellent in Fair to Good boxes and 6 x (kits) to include Ferrari 412; Williams FW14; Ferrari 642 
plus others - contents appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus 
boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £80 
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2489. White Metal (approximately 1/25th scale) 3 x Lotus Racing Cars - all finished in green, yellow stripes with racing 
number 4 and 82 - conditions are generally Good Plus (some require some light repair to include mirrors and 
windscreen) - come contained in a wooden box (not original only used for transport) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

2490. Western Models WF1 (1/24th scale) - "John Player Special" Lotus 1979 Mark IV - black, gold, "Mario Andretti" - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (requires some very light attention in cleaning) in a generally Good presentation lift off lid box 
(does have some small stains to lid) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2491. Barnini Valerio Automodelli (1/24th scale) Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car (1989) - "G Berger" - finished in red, racing 
number 27 - this resin/white metal kit is partially made (some decals still to be attached) plus base, axles, wheels and 
spoiler - comes with correct instruction sheet in a generally Good plain carded box with paper labels. 

 £40 - £50 

2492. AMR (White Metal/Resin) Kits a group to include Ferrari 512 XJR; Porsche "Kremer" - contents appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good polystyrene bases with perspex cover. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2493. Old Cars 57000 (1/43rd scale) Ferrari Racing Car Transporter - finished in red, yellow and black "Ferrari" side 
decals - overall condition is generally Near Mint (does have some polystyrene attached to tyres) - inner tray is Excellent Plus, 
outer carded picture box is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

2494. Old Cars (1/43rd scale) Fiat "Ferrari Racing Car Transporter" - finished in dark red, black, chrome and red 
wheels - overall condition appears to be generally Mint including polystyrene tray, outer green and gold carded picture box is 
generally Good to Good Plus (scuffs around edges). 

 £50 - £60 

2495. Old Cars (1/43rd scale) a pair (1) Iveco Articulated Truck and Trailer "Ferrari" and (2) Iveco Van "Ferrari" - conditions 
are generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Excellent - one comes with outer transit carton which is Good 
Plus - see photo. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2496. Eidai Grip (1/20th scale) Brabham BT45C Racing Car "Parmalat" - red with blue stripes, racing number 1 - overall 
condition is generally Excellent Plus, comes with wheel spanner - inner carded tray and perspex cover are Good Plus to 
Excellent, outer card is Good to Good Plus (does have some creases) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

2497. Polistil (1/18th scale) Ferrari GTO - red, black interior, chrome trim and Ferrari California - red, black interior, chrome 
trim and wire wheels - conditions are Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene trays and card are Excellent to Near Mint, outer window 
boxes are generally Good (some small tears on end flaps).  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2498. Bburago (1/14th scale) 2108 Ferrari T5 Formula 1 Racing Car "Jody Scheckler" - red, white, racing number 1, chrome 
trim, blue tinted windscreen - Excellent Plus, polystyrene tray is Excellent in a Good Plus window box and 2101 Ferrari 312 
T2 - red, cream, chrome and silver trim, racing number 1 - Good (does have some discolouration to chrome and silver parts), 
polystyrene tray is Good Plus, outer all carded picture box is Good Plus to Excellent. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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2499. Bburago (1/18th scale) a group of Ferraris to include 3352 F50; 3032 F40; 3019 Testarossa plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent window and carded presentation 
boxes, lot also includes (1/24th scale) 6101 Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car - which is generally Near Mint in a Good window box. 
(7) 

 £50 - £60 

2500. Hot Wheels (1/18th scale) group of three Ferrari models to include 365 GTB (1968); Enzo and F333 - all are finished in 
red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slight crushing to perspex) to Good Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2501. A group of (1/18th scale) Ferrari models to include Mira 348 TS - yellow; another but 348 TB - red; Maisto 550 
Maranello - red; Shell Classic 312P; Revell Pininfarina Mythos - red; (1/20th scale) Tamiya 643 and (1/24th scale) Majorette 
365 GTB Daytona - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus window boxes. 
(7) 

 £60 - £70 

2502. Quartzo (1/18th scale) Lotus 49 "Jim Clark 1967" - finished in green, yellow, racing number 5 - Mint, inner plastic tray 
and card are Near Mint, outer window box with transit card is Excellent and Revell (1/12th scale) Ferrari 250 GTO 
(1964) - red - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does require very slight attention to repair) still a beautiful 
example, plinth is Excellent, carded base and outer sleeve are Good (do have scuffs around all edges).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2503. Polistil FX7 (1/25th scale) Ferrari B3 - red, chrome, racing number 4 - Near Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent in a 
Good Plus colourful carded picture box; SN01 Ferrari 365 Daytona; SN09 Ferrari Mondial and SN34 Ferrari 308 GTB 
Turbo - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good (slightly faded) to Good Plus window boxes 
with inner polystyrene trays. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

2504. A group of Racing Cars to include Pilen Porsche 917; Polistil CE112 Copersucar; Mebetoys 6670 Matra plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent window boxes and rigid perspex 
cases - see photo. (10) 

 £70 - £80 

2505. Dinky 222 Hesketh 308E Racing Car "Olympus" - blue, cast hubs; 4 x Corgi Racing Cars to include 158 Elf Tyrrell; 160 
Hesketh plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus (slight crushing to cellophane) to 
Excellent window boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2506. French Dinky 1433 Surtees TS5 Racing Car - red, white, racing number 14, figure driver - Excellent Plus lovely bright 
example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent carded picture box (couple of small scuffs on edges). 

 £50 - £60 

2507. A group of mainly (1/43rd scale) to include Schabak BMW 850i; Gama BMW M1 "BASF"; Rio 62 1921 Leyat; Matchbox 
(Dinky The Collection) DY1 Jaguar Type E; Verem 3-piece Ferrari Gift Set, plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes and rigid perspex cases where applicable. (17) 

 £50 - £60 
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2508. Brumm group of Sets to include 3-piece "Le Mans 1967" Ferrari 330 P4 - conditions are Mint including rigid perspex 
cases and outer carded sleeve and protective perspex cover; 2-piece "World Champion 1963" Team Lotus and 2-piece Ferrari 
312 Modena 1970 - conditions are generally Mint in Excellent boxes (cellophane requires slight attention in cleaning).  (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2509. Brumm (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include R160 Ferrari 330 P4; R152 Jaguar Type D; R104 Jaguar 
XK120; R67 Ferrari 215 Sport plus others - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops of 
cases require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2510. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of mainly Vintage Racing Cars to include R75 Maserati HP350; R19 Benz Blitzen; R92 
Maserati 250F plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Excellent to Mint (some 
tops require very light attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2511. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of mainly Vintage Racing Cars to include R141 Alfa Romeo 1936; R14 Record 1922; 
R36 Alfa Romeo 158; R98 Vanwall 1957 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent 
to Mint (some tops of cases require slight attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2512. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include R136 Maserati 250F; R157 Ferrari 330; R78 Alfa Romeo 
2300; R27 Renault 40HP plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent to Mint (some 
tops of cases require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Excellent Plus. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2513. Brumm (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include R221 Porsche 917; R230 Ferrari 512M; R199 Vanwall; S022 
Mercedes W196 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops on 
cases require slight attention in cleaning) in generally Excellent to Near Mint carded sleeves. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

2514. Brumm (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include R228 Ferrari 512M; R257 Ferrari 312 PB; R194 Porsche 550; 
S040 Mercedes W196C plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent to Mint (some 
tops require slight attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are Excellent to Mint. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

2515. Brumm (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include R188 Mercedes SLR Roadster; R219 Porsche 917; R193 
Porsche 550; R261 Ferrari 312 PB plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases 
(some tops require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (11) 

 £60 - £70 

2516. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include R291 Ferrari 158; R214 Ferrari 512; R291B Ferrari 158 plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves and 
boxes are generally Good Plus to Mint - see photo. (14) 

 £80 - £90 

2517. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of Ferrari Racing Cars including R291B 512; R192 375 Thinwall Special; S024 D50 plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases (some tops of cases require slight 
attention in cleaning) in generally Excellent to Near Mint carded sleeves. (13) 

 £70 - £80 
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2518. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of mainly Ferrari Racing Cars including R125 375; R124 156 (1961); R127 (Lancia D50) 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases (top of some cases require slight 
attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are Good to Near Mint - see photo. (16) 

 £80 - £90 

2519. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group of Road and Racing Cars to include R118 Porsche 356 Cabriolet; R77 Alfa Romeo 
2300; S003 Ferrari 815 Sport plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer 
carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

2520. Bang (1/43rd scale) a group of Road and Racing Cars to include 7262 Ferrari 250 TDF; 7072 Ford GT40 "Le Mans 
1968"; 1019 Ferrari 330 "Daytona 1967" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint carded sleeves (some have very slight discolouration to labels).  (13) 

 £70 - £80 

2521. Bang (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include 7076 Ferrari 250 SWB; 7129 Ferrari 250 "Le Mans 
1958"; 7093 Ford Mk.II "Le Mans 1966" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex 
cases (some tops of cases require slight attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint (some have slight 
fading on ends) - see photo. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

2522. Bang (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include 7104 Ferrari 412P "Monza 1967"; 7097 Ferrari 330 
"Prova"; 7165 Ferrari 250 GTO "Nurburgring 1963" plus others - conditions are generally Mint in generally Excellent to Mint rigid 
perspex cases (some require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some 
have fading to ends) - see photo. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

2523. Bang (1/43rd scale) a group of Road and Racing Cars to include 7189 Ferrari 250 SWB; 7107 Ferrari 250 TF "Prova 
1958"; 7099 Mercedes 300 SL "Mille Miglia 1989" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid 
perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint (some have light fading on ends). 

 £70 - £80 

2524. Bang (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include 9025 Ferrari 355 Berlinetta; 7128 Ferrari 250 TR "Targa 
Florio 1958"; 7079 Ford Mk.II "Stradale" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Excellent 
to Mint (some tops require slight attention in cleaning), carded sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint (some have fading on ends).  
(13) 

 £70 - £80 

2525. Bang (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include 1023 Ferrari TR (hand polished finish); 8004 Ferrari 348 
TB; 8021 Ferrari 348 GT "Le Mans 1994" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex 
cases (some tops of cases require slight attention in cleaning), outer carded sleeves are Good to Near Mint (some have slight 
fading on ends).  (14) 

 £70 - £90 

2526. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) Racing Cars group of 3 to include Audi R8 "Le Mans Winner 2001"; Porsche 911 GT1 "Le 
Mans 1998 Winner" and Matra MS670B "Winner Le Mans 1973" - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are generally Near Mint to Mint (apart from one which has small tear).  (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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2527. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of three Racing Cars to include BMW V12 LMR "Winner Le Mans 1999"; Porsche 911 
GT1 "Le Mans 1966" and Porsche 956L "Le Mans 1985" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid 
perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2528. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include Jaguar XJ220 "Martini Racing"; Audi R8 "Le Mans 1999"; 
Ferrari 333 SP "IMSA-WSC 1994", racing number 5; another but racing number 30 - conditions appear to be generally Mint in 
Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2529. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) a group of "DTM" Racing Cars to include Alfa Romeo 155 "Martini Racing" Mercedes AMG 
180 "Team AMG", racing number 7; another but racing number 14 - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases 
are Excellent to Near Mint (do require attention in cleaning on tops), carded sleeves are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus. 
(3) 

 £50 - £60 

2530. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Road and Racing Cars to include BMW M3 "Team Zakspeed"; Ferrari 550 
Maranello; Alfa Romeo 155 "DTM 1993", racing number 7; another but racing number 8 - conditions appear to be generally Mint 
in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2531. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) a group of Formula 1 Racing Cars to include Lotus 79; McLaren Mercedes "J Button" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded 
sleeves where applicable are generally Excellent Plus. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2532. Max Models (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include Sauber Mercedes C9 "AEG"; Mercedes 300 SL "Le Mans 
1952"; Mercedes C11 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are Near Mint, outer carded 
sleeves are Excellent to Mint. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2533. Eidai Grip (1/43rd scale) Formula 1 Racing Cars to include Lotus "John Player Special"; Ferrari; "Marlboro" McLaren 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus window boxes. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2534. Eidai Grip (1/28th scale) BMW CSL Sport - red, black, racing number 61 - Excellent Plus in a Good presentation 
bubble pack (slight discolouration to bubble). 

 £30 - £40 

2535. Onyx (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include McLaren; Ferrari 412 TI; Newman Hass Lola "Nigel Mansell" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases and window boxes, outer carded 
sleeves where applicable are generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (15) 

 £70 - £80 

2536. A group of (1/43rd scale) Road and Racing Cars to include Ferrari 348; Herpa Ferrari F40; Model Best Ferrari 412; 
Quartzo Jaguar Type D, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, 
outer carded sleeves and boxes are generally Excellent to Mint. (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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2537. Jouef (1/43rd scale) group of Sports and Racing Cars to include Ferrari 330 P4; Ford GT40 plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Mint in Good (slightly faded) to Excellent boxes and rigid perspex cases. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2538. Conrad 1034 Mercedes Racing Car Transporter - blue body with detachable ramps and Brumm Mercedes Racing Car 
and another but dark blue with detachable ramps (without car) - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2539. Mebetoys 6671 Ferrari 312 - red, white, racing number 5 and Politoys L1 Ferrari 312 - red, gold wheels, racing number 
11 - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent rigid perspex cases. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2540. Pocher (1/8th scale) Ferrari Testarossa Opentop - finished in white, cream plastics (windscreen surround and 
mirrors) - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent - superb displaying large model piece with many working 
features. 

 £130 - £160 

2541. Onyx (1/18th scale) Ferrari Formula 1 Racing Car - red, racing number 27; Giodi (Techno) Ferrari Daytona 365 GTS 
Cabriolet - black and another but 365 GTB Berlina - red - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent 
Plus window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2542. Jouef/Revell (1/18th scale) a group of Ferrari Sports and Racing Cars to include 250 GTO 1964 - red; 250 GT 
Berlinetta 1961 - silver; 412P - red, racing number 23 (blue wheels) plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint window boxes (some have slight fading on ends) - see photo. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

2543. Paul's Model Art (1/18th scale) - "Michael Schumacher Collection" Benetton Ford B192 - finished in green, yellow, 
white - overall condition is generally Mint, polystyrene tray is Near Mint in a generally Excellent carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

2544. White Metal/Resin (1/43rd scale) group to include Annecy Miniatures Ferrari 375 MM; Renaissance Ferrari 857S; 
Dallari Modelli Ferrari 330 P3 and Gamma Models Ferrari 225S - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Fair to Good boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2545. Record/Provence Moulage (resin) - a group of (1/43rd scale) to include Ferrari 330 GTC; Ferrari 512 BB; Porsche 956; 
Ferrari 350 and Ferrari Breadvan - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. 
(5) 

 £80 - £100 

2546. Starter (1/43rd scale) a group of (resin) Ferrari models to include 375 MM Plus; 412 MI; Testarossa (1958); TR59 and 
TR61 - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

2547. Starter (1/43rd scale) a group of (resin) models to include Jaguar XJR; Mercedes 300 SLR Roadster; Ferrari 750M; 
Ferrari 328 GTS "Koenig" and Ford RS200 - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus 
boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 
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2548. White Metal/Resin a group of (1/43rd scale) to include MCM Ferrari 166 Farina; Annecy Miniatures Ferrari P4; MG 
Firenze Ferrari 166 MM and Tameo Ferrari 166 MM (Hardtop) - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to 
Good boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2549. White Metal/Resin - (1/43rd scale) a group to include Leader Ferrari 290 MM; Ferrari 340 MM; Ferrari 315S; Ferrari 
365P and Ferrari 312 - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

2550. White Metal/Resin group of (1/43rd scale) to include BBR Ferrari 412; Grand Prix Models Ferrari TR (Breadvan); GPM 
Racing Ford C100 and Ferrari (Lancia) Super C - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good 
Plus boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2551. White Metal/Resin group of (1/43rd scale) to include Western Models Aston Martin DBR1; Tenariv Renault Formula 1 
Racing Car; Record Porsche 718; Starter Porsche 956 (rear spoiler requires attention to repair); Ferrari 330 LMB and ADB 
Ferrari Kit (partially built) - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (unless stated) in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £80 - £90 

2552. White Metal/Resin unboxed group of (1/43rd scale) to include SMTS Chaparral plus others - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Excellent Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2553. Solido (1/43rd scale) unboxed group of Racing Cars including Ferrari Daytona; BMW CSL; Lancia Stratos plus 
others - all have been detailed or built from kits - see photo. (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2554. Solido (Dalia) 40 Lola V8 Climax Formula 1 Racing Car - green, racing number 19, wire wheels, figure 
driver - Excellent (does have some wear to front decal) in a Good (slightly faded) - (Dalia - Solido) carded box. 

 £50 - £60 

2555. Solido (Dalia) 42 Ford GT Le Mans - white, blue bonnet, racing number 2, wire wheels - Good Plus still a bright 
example in a Good (faded) carded box with (Dalia-Solido). 

 £50 - £60 

2556. Solido (Dalia) 43 Ferrari 330 P3 - blue body, racing number 88, cast hubs - Excellent still a nice bright example in a 
Good (slightly faded) carded box with (Dalia-Solido). 

 £50 - £60 

2557. Solido (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include 26 Ford Capri; 15 Lola T280; 27 Lancia Stratos; 18B Porsche 
917 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £80 

2558. Solido group of Racing Cars to include 174 Porsche 908; 181 Alpine 1600; 20 Alpine Renault; 173 Matra Formula 1, 
plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good (slight crushing to cellophane) to Good Plus window 
boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £80 
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2559. Solido (1/43rd scale) group of Racing Cars to include 25 BMW 3000; 16 Ferrari Daytona; 17 Mirage; 199 March 707 
plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2560. Solido (1/43rd scale) a group of Racing Cars to include 68 Porsche 934; 69 Alfa-Sud; 1023 Renault 5 Turbo; 75 BMW 
3000 CSL plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good (slight crushing to cellophane) to 
Excellent black and yellow window boxes. (11) 

 £80 - £90 

2561. Solido group to include 41 Alfa Romeo 33; 132 Porsche 935; 38 "Gulf" plus others, also includes Record Lancia 
Stratos plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair (still complete) to Excellent window and carded 
boxes - see photo. (14) 

 £70 - £80 

2562. Solido a group to include Ferrari 250 GT; Ferrari 512M plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint 
in Fair (slightly discoloured) to Excellent Plus rigid perspex cases (one comes with outer carded sleeve) - see photo. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

Miscellaneous 

2563. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) Ligier (Honda) - Olivier Panis - (1996 Monaco Winner); Audi R8C - silver, black (missing 
outer carded sleeve); Vitesse Subaru Impreza - matt black; Onyx Benetton; De Agostini "James Bond" Aston Martin DBS; Corgi 
Limited Edition Vanguard VA10599 Triumph TR7 (1/250) and Morris Minor 1000 - pewter - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves and presentation boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2564. Italian 1/43rd scale group (1) Bang (Italy) 7336 Maserati A6GCS Targa Florio 1953 - red, racing number 
66 - Fangio/Mantovani; (2) Brumm R515 Porsche 550A RS Spyder Targa Florio 1956 - white, racing number 84; (3) Leo 
Models Maserati Tipo 60 Targa Florio 1960 - white, racing number 200 - Maglioli/Vaccarella - generally Mint in Excellent to Near 
Mint packaging. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2565. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) 437-110220 Bugatti Type 57C Atlante "The Mullin Automotive Museum Collection" - red, 
black, wire wheels - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve, still in factory wrap. 

 £40 - £50 

2566. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) 437-110130 Bugatti Type 57C Aravis 1939 "The Mullin Automotive Museum 
Collection" - two-tone blue, cream side panels, wire wheels - Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve, still in 
factory wrap. 

 £40 - £50 

2567. Durham Classics DC12B Chevrolet "Labatt's" Panel Delivery Van - red, black, whitewall tyres - Mint including box. 

 £40 - £50 
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2568. White metal/resin pair (1) Provence Moulage (resin) 1950 Buick Roadmaster Station Wagon - green, beige interior, 
chrome trim, whitewall tyres and (2) Mikansue 1928 Cord Saloon - cream body, brown chassis and hood, orange wheels with 
whitewall tyres - conditions are Near Mint to Mint, both come with plain white transit boxes with added paper labels to ends. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2569. White metal pair (1) Motorkits 1937 Bentley Convertible - metallic red, brown interior, black tonneau and side 
steps - Excellent Plus and (2) Abingdon Classics 1947 MG TC - cream body, beige hood, green interior and grille - Excellent 
Plus - both come with Good Plus plain transit boxes with later labels added. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2570. Gama Models resin Aston Martin V8 1979 - white, red and blue stripes, racing number 50, silver dish wheels - Mint in a 
Good Plus plain white transit box with label to end - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

2571. Dinky unboxed group to include Universal Military Jeep; Morris Mini Traveller; Austin Somerset; Jaguar XK120 plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

2572. Mini Auto Emporium (Canada) RO03B Lotus 1958 Racing Car - green, racing number 12, yellow wheels - Mint in a 
Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

2573. Mini Auto Emporium (Canada) RO3C Lotus Racing Car - grey, turquoise, racing number 15, chrome trim - Mint in a 
generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

2574. Ingap group of 4 x plastic issues including Fiat 1300 - blue; Alfa Romeo Giulia 1600 TI; Mercedes 220 SE - red and 
Ford Taunus 17M - green - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2575. Solido group to include 7006 Articulated Car Transporter; 357 Dumper - yellow; 2007 Dodge Openback Truck; 202 
Patton Tank; 440 Renault Bus, another unboxed - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Poor to 
Good Plus window and carded boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

2576. Britains large unboxed group to include Volvo BM Tractor; various Trailers and Implements; plus a large quantity of 
Animals and Figures including cows, pigs, sheep etc - lot also includes Corgi Toys Furrow Plough - conditions are generally 
Fair to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

2577. Scalextric Unique Set. Large group to include 21 Digitised cars (19 Boxed) including C2332 Audi R8’s,C3511 Maserati, 
C3366 McLaren Mercedes,C3364 Lotus, C3515 Bentley Continental, also a (Ferrari Special edition car not run in presentation 
box Mint condition - See photo) Plus others - Conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint (most have had some little use 
and some slight damages including wing mirrors and spoilers) Scalextric rigid Perspex cases and presentation boxes are 
generally Good Plus to Excellent (2 Unboxed models are Bugatti Veyron). Plus an extended 6 Car digital layout with extra lane 
changes circa 16 metres / 52 ft of track with 2 - 180 Deg banked curves and 2 - 180 Deg Hairpin Extension kit pack 3. 
Accessories 6 hand throttles with extension cables, Pit Pro lane change system, track & Sensors, all wiring / cables to laptop for 
connection to RCS64.com Computer system. Goodyear & Dunlop Bridges plus much more. - See Photos (Although untested by 
us. From the Vendor this was a complete running circuit prior to strip down) Conditions are generally Good to Near Mint. 

 £400 - £500 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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